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Abstract
"The interface is there to support, not replace, the task the user is attempting to accomplish.
Some applications I have seen, with their Star Trek-style control panels, make the user's
creative content look flimsy and unimportant by contrast. Others are grabbing up so much
bandwidth that little is left for real communication between user andmachine."
Bruce Tognazzini
As we approach the end of the century and enter into a digital era there is a
need to concentrate on new methods of communication. The expansion of
personal computers into the industrial sector and more recently into the home,
has brought the ability to transmit various forms of data to the average user.
This new ability is accompanied with a responsibility to communicate
effectively and clearly. This study focuses on the ability of user interfaces to
effectively communicate combinations of visual and auditory cues to produce
a more comprehensive user experience.
This work proposed that the addition of auditory cues to a graphical user
interface allows the user to receive valuable feedback through multiple sensory
channels. By combining the types of perceived stimuli, developers of user
interfaces can effectively communicate with the user. Modification of Kodak's
Picture Easy v.2.0 software allowed for the study of varying amounts of
auditory stimuli incorporated into a graphical user interface. The hypothesis
states that "by adding an appropriate level of non-verbal auditory cues, users
will experience enhanced performance and understanding of a user
interface."
The augmentation of an existing application permitted the study of three
prototypes varying in the level of auditory and visual stimuli. Users evaluated
three combinations of the test application to determine the preferred level of
nonverbal auditory feedback. The findings from this study may then be
applied to the development of graphical user interfaces that permit the
use of auditory cues.
Although this research disproved the hypothesis and stated that participants
preferred visual cues over auditory cues, I believe that they can be successfully
combined to produce a more effective and pleasing interface. The reasons for
failure of the hypothesis may lie embedded within incorrect combinations of the
five charicteristics of auditory queues. These queues are Type, Nature, Duration,
Amplitude, and Placement.
This study revealed that participants preferred tool tips when identifying
features and functionality, it is my belief that auditory cues can and will play
a major part in future interaction styles, not only for software development,
but for all user interface interactions.
VI
Chapter 1
Introduction
Interactivity within multimedia applications should not be viewed as
simply a new art form, but also as a new form of communication,
through the applications of visual graphics, sound, animation,
and video.
There have been four remarkable advancements that have furthered
humans'
ability to represent and disseminate information. The first was
the invention of the printing
press.1 This device allowed one piece of
visual data (text and/or graphics) to be reproduced multiple times. This
was followed by Guglielmo Marconi's invention of the radio in 1888. 2
The radio provided the mass dissemination of auditory information.
The invention of the television represents the third breakthrough in
establishing interactivity. Television provided the ability to send both
visual and auditory signals simultaneously to the receiver. Computer
technology advancements over the last 30 years also allow users to
receive both visual and auditory stimuli simultaneously. The invention
of the computer offers an unparalleled access of interactivity by offering
a direct link to the originator of the information establishing true
interactivity. Users of personal computers interact with applications
1
and other software packages, as well as other individuals and other
computer systems through the development of computer networks,
like the Internet.
The increased accessibility and affordability of personal computers has
brought forth new complications in our ability to clearly communicate.
These new advancements in computer technology allow unique and
individualized methods of conversing. This study focuses on how
individuals communicate with a graphical user interface which
combines auditory and visual feedback.
This thesis provides study results from three separate prototypes that
include combinations of visual graphics, tool tips, generic, and custom
auditory cues. These prototypes were constructed to determine user
preferences towards the addition of auditory cues within Kodak's
Picture Easy software v.2.0. Prototype A contained only visual cues to
aid the users. These visual cues were in the form of selected icon
graphics (such as a blue shadow, or a highlighted yellow square), and
the use of "Tool
Tips"
as a textual indicator to aid in identifying the
functionality of the software package. Prototypes B, and C, used only
selected icon graphics for visual cues and did not use "Tool Tips".
Prototypes B, and C, also incorporated the addition of auditory cues to
aid the participants. Prototype B used a generic or abstract sound as an
auditory indicator, while Prototype C attempted to incorporate
"everyday
sounds"
to aid the participants.
Chapter One of this document includes the statement of the problem, and
the author's reason for interest summary. Chapter Two provides some
insights into the literature review. Chapter Three discusses the study
hypothesis and/or statement of the project goals. Chapter Four discusses
the study methodology. Chapter Five describes the study apparatus, and
Chapter Six discusses the study results of the study. Finally, Chapter
Seven provides a discussion of the results and the conclusions.
Chapter Seven also includes recommendations for future research.
Statement of the Problem
Multilevel information coding in complex interactive multimedia user
interfaces may provide users with valuable feedback. Multilevel coding
is defined as multiple representations of the information with which the
user is interacting. Many interactive environment designers do not fully
understand the delicate balance that must be achieved between
aesthetics, auditory, and visual cues when providing true interactivity.
By definition, interactivity applies to more than the user's ability to
manipulate objects or hear sound. A truly interactive environment uses
these elements as tools to facilitate communication between the
application and the user.
The hypothesis states:"a user interface design which leverages the
combination of both visual and auditory cues provides users with a
more comprehensive
experience."
Reasons for Interest
After extended evaluation of the author's educational history, a decision
was made to combine all disciplines of interest into one comprehensive
study. It is the author's belief that a further understanding of Human
Computer Interaction3 is important in the evolution into the digital era.
Narrowing the Human Computer Interaction field to the study of
graphical user interfaces may help the creators of interactive
environments to create more productive navigational systems.
Successful integration of auditory cues into graphical user interface
design may provide a concise, and clear communications model.
Combining visual and auditory cues within graphical user
interfaces provides users with multiple sensory channels to process
information from multimedia applications. Multiple sensory channels
offer users a more comprehensive understanding of the information
presented by the user interface. We anticipated acquiring a greater
understanding of the roles audio and visual cues play within user
interfaces by testing our hypothesis. Combining these types of
feedback permits narrowing the focus of future research.
Endnotes for Chapter 1
1. Bourseul, Charles, (1997) History ofTelecommunications from 1874-1930
(htpp://www~staU.rz.mt-esslmgen.de/telemstory/1870-.html#marc)
2. Ibid.
3. Human Computer Interaction "... is a discipline concerned with the design,
evaluation and implementation of interactive computing systems for human
use and with the study ofmajor phenomena surrounding
them."
ACM SIGCHI (1992). Curriculum for Human-Computer Interaction.
ACM Special Interest Group on Computer-Human Interaction Curriculum
Development Group, New York
Chapter 2
Review of Literature in the Field of Study
Human Computer Interaction (HCI) is a field which covers a vast array of
disciplines. Some of these fields have roots in cognitive and perceptual
psychology, ergonomics, computer science, linguistics, graphic design, and
artificial intelligence. Although there is a great deal of information pertaining to
all areas of HCI, this work focuses on how an individual user of a graphical
user interface perceives visual and auditory feedback cues from computer
software. Specifically, how users of interactive software packages interpret
combinations of visual and auditory stimuli. The root of this research stems
from the biomechanics involved with hearing and vision.
Auditory Perception
Many authors have studied attributes of sound and how we perceive that
individual stimulus. One such author is William Gaver.1 Gaver's study of
Auditory Interfaces reported in the Handbook ofHuman -Computer Interaction,
noted that we can determine not only what direction a sound has originated
from, but also the approximate distance to the source. This capability is nothing
short of remarkable. Perceiving the relative distance to a source of sound
requires only the use of one ear. These types of auditory cues are referred to as
7
monaural cues and require the recipient to have some knowledge of his or her
immediate surroundings. Unlike our sense of sight, our sense of hearing is
constantly receiving stimuli every hour of every day. We do not have earlids, and
cannot shut off our ability to hear. We can however, block out unwanted stimuli
by concentrating on stimuli from other senses. Each day we continue to build an
enormous database of everyday sound characteristics. This example is
illustrated by anyone who has recently relocated. The familiar sounds of our past
environment are replacedwith new ones, with different content, schedules and
amplitude. One might be adjusted to hearing a roommate wake in the morning
and become familiar with his or her habits and rituals, to such an extent that
such sounds can be tuned out. This is not as easy when our environment is
unfamiliar, and each noise creates a new impression to be studied, characterized,
and memorized. Our immediate surrounding gives us clues to the type of
stimuli we are receiving. For instance, a basketball will sound quite different
when bounced in an open arena rather than in someone's living room.1
William Gaver states that there are three attributes of sound we use when
determining the distance of a point source. These attributes are amplitude,
reverberation, and spectral
content.3 Evaluating only one of these characteristics
does not provide enough information to accurately interpret distance, but each
of these characteristics can be combined to summarize certain criteria
in the evaluation of the sound.2
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Determining the direction of a perceived sound requires the use of both ears
and is a binaural cue. When deternumng the perceived direction of a point
source, humans apply an incredible amount of sophisticated calculations at
speeds that are beyond measure. There are two main functions applied when
distinguishing direction. These functions are the interaural time delay (ITD)
and the interaural intensity difference (IID). The interaural time delay is the
difference in time between one ear sensing the air vibrations before the other.
Gaver, reports "the average time a sound wave takes to reach the second ear is
approximately 0.00065
seconds."3 The interaural intensity difference is the
change in pitch, amplitude and intensity from the first ear to the second while
shadowed by the head. These cues when perceived correctly and evaluated
against similar, past experiences, provide an abundant amount of information.
This information permits the identification of the location, and
information about the environment from which the sound is originating.4
Visual Perception
Normal vision, with the use of both eyes, offers enough information
to perceive the world in an accurate manner. Sight allows the determination of
depth, amount of luminosity, color, and physical attributes of everyday objects.
There are two types of obstructions which hinder humans' ability to see clearly.
The first is a physical attribute where the sensors in the eyes (rods and cones) do
not function properly This defect can cause color deficiency, night blindness,
inability to perceive depth, and total blindness. The other obstruction occurs
when the brain perceives the information transmitted by the rods and cones
incorrectly. This type of inconsistency is characterized as a psychological
perceptual problem and is illustrated in a number of different optical illusions.
Although the rods and cones are transmitting the information correctly, the
brain perceives it in an unorganized manner due to overload, lack of stimuli, or
viewer expectations. Stanley Trollip and Richard Jensen discuss these and other
issues in their book Human Factors for General Aviation.5 They recommend two
key points when dealing with visual hazards. Their first point is: "the more
aware you are of the limitations of the visual system and the problems
associated with it, the better prepared you will be to avoid problems."6
Their second point
is:"
. . . always use multiple sources for your information.
Do not rely on a single source, even if it seems to be providing correct
information."7Although these suggestions are directed to novice pilots, these
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same attributes can be applied to graphical user interface design.
Elizabeth Mynatt has spent a great deal of time researching the
transformation of a graphical based interface into an auditory interface, while
mamtaining the basic functionality and elements of the original design.8 These
systems are directed to aid the visually impaired or blind user, while modeling
the intentional elements of the application, and eliminating information relevant
only to the graphical interface. This study rninimizes graphical elements and
substitutes auditory representations for them.
The research in the auditory perception field is relevant to this study as this
study incorporates those assumptions. In Trollip and Jensen's first point of
avoiding visual hazards, they state that the more aware a person is of the visual
system limitations, the better prepared the person should become. By
incorporating visual indicators such as roll over icons and highlighted graphics,
a user should become more aware of the interaction provided. Trollip and
Jensen's second point states the use of multiple sources for information reduces
the risk of improperly encoding the information and reassures the user that an
interaction between the software and the user has been successfully processed.
Mynatt's research on auditory interfaces for the visually impaired has shown
that a reduction of visual information can be successfully incorporated into a
11
productive interface. This shows that visual cues can be substituted for auditory
cues. This study focuses on how these attributes of research can be employed in
the graphical user interface development for users who have normal visual and
hearing capabilities.
Combinations of Visual and Auditory Perception
Richard Zakia discusses a phenomenon called synesthesia in his book Perception
and Imaging.9 Synesthesia is the ability of a single sensory source to effect or
initiate another. Simply stated, one of our senses is so overwhelmed with input
that it triggers a separate reaction of a second sense. Our sense of smell and
taste are so closely related and intertwined that one can often trigger the
sensory perception of the other. A good example of this is Thanksgiving dinner.
Our senses react to the point where one can almost anticipate the taste as a
result of the affect on our sense of smell.
Russ Neuman noted that people saw a better picture when sound quality was
improved.10 Neuman evaluatedparticipants'perceived image quality of a
standard television display when accompanied by different qualities of audio
signals. These phenomena are not solely related to the combinations of smell
versus taste, and sight versus hearing, but strongly suggest that these sense
combinations work closely together and may be more closely associated than
other sense combinations.
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Other researchers such as Deborah Synball in her book Infinity Walk,11 describe
seven types of intelligence or methods of learning. These include linguistic,
logical/mathematical, visual/spatial, intra-personal, inter-personal, body/
kinesthetic, and musical/rhythmic. These areas of psychoanalysis are
responsible for accessing information in the most efficient and effective manner.
Her findings indicate that individuals are prone to process information through
one or more of these channels. When combinations of these channels are used to
convey information, the greater the chance the recipient will correctly interpret
the message.
While it is suggested that combinations of sensory input stimuli can be an
effective manner of presenting information, it is not well understood which
combinations should be used. The combinations of stimuli, their intensity, and
other outside variables all play an important role when determining the
optimum level of sensory input. Greg Fujawa12 and Thomas Strybel, measured
the accuracy of
participants'
ability to locate visual indicators on a white screen
when correlated with valid and non-valid audio feedback. Participants sat in
front of a white panel projection system, measuring 2.1 meters by 1.2 meters.
The participants were asked to locate a series of dots projected onto the screen,
when correlating audio stimuli was presented from one of twelve speakers
placed behind the white screen. The first test offered a valid audio stimulus 5
percent of the time. The sound originated from the location of the projected dots
13
in 5 percent of the trials. During the other 95 percent of the trials, participants
were given an invalid audio response, in which the audio stimulus did not
originate from the location of the projected dots. The results suggest that
participants quickly became tuned to the stimuli and were expecting an invalid
response. Thus, scores were enhanced when participants searched for the dots
on the opposite side of the screen from the audio cues origination. Other data
states that the participants took significantly less time to locate the dots when
audio cues were valid for 95% of the trials. This result suggests that the
participants are able to quickly associate the validity of the auditory cues with
visual signals.
The addition of auditory feedback to graphical user interfaces has become
increasingly popular due to the processing capabilities of modern personal
computers and the accessibility of off-the-shelf applications that allow such
interaction. Current research in the area of sound implementation has grown
from a general understanding of how we perceive and interpret auditory
feedback to the techniques used in combining visual and auditory cues for
navigation.
William King and Suzanne Weghorst13 studied how sound is perceived and its
relation to head movement. Their study has roots in early research of visual
displays and is analogous to eye tracking studies. Their study included the use
14
of head position data and head-related transfer function (HRT's) to simulate
sounds that appear to be occurring at actual positions within the space around
the user. These display systems allow for the creation of complete auditory
virtual environments. Although their results were inconclusive due to a small
participant pool, this research provides valuable insights into how users may
perceive auditory feedback frommultimedia applications. Their study
suggested that participants were more likely to find their positionwithin the
virtual environments with the use of the HRT's. King andWeghorst's study
used advancements in virtual space as its testing facilities. This study
apparatus is not directly relevant to the two dimensional user interface
incorporating a single speaker used for delivery of auditory information as
in today's popular computers.
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Endnotes for Chapter 2
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Prabhu V Prasad (Ed.), Handbook ofHuman-Computer Interaction (pp. 1003-1041). New York, NY:
Elsevier Publishers.
2. Ibid.
3. Ibid.
4. Ibid.
5. Trollip, R. Stanley and Jensen, S. Richard. (1991) Human Factors for General Aviation.
Englewood, CO: Jeppesen Sanderson, Inc.
6. Ibid.
7. Ibid.
8. Mynatt, Elizabeth D. (1995) Transforming Graphical Interfaces into Auditory Interfaces, CHI
'95Mosaic ofCreativity Doctoral Consortium, (pp. 67-68). http://www.ACM.org/dl/
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Chapter 3
Hypothesis and Statement of the Project Goals
This study focuses on how end users of interactive software
applications process different user interface designs. The three goals
of this study are:
Goall.
How do users apply visual and auditory stimuli to
complete tasks?
Goal 2.
Evaluate several approaches of combining graphical user
interface design with auditory cues and formulate guidelines
for constructing interfaces which incorporate both visual and
auditory feedback.
Goal 3.
Provide a guide of informational feedback preferences regarding
multimedia user interfaces.
Hypothesis:
The hypothesis states: end users will find a noticeable improvement in
performance and comprehension when visual and auditory feedback cues are
implemented in a user interface.
17
Chapter 4
Methodology
The augmentation of an existing application permitted the study of
three separate prototypes. These three prototypes varied the level of
auditory and visual stimuli. The purpose of the prototypes was to
provide different combinations of visual and auditory cues to the users.
This technique permitted the determination of a preferred level of
nonverbal auditory feedback for the tested application. This information
was then applied to the graphical user interface development. The
participants'
sessions were recorded through audio recording
capabilities provided by the Human Factors Laboratory at Eastman
Kodak Company. Participants completed demographic and data
gathering questionnaires, (see Appendix C)
Scenario Development
Kodak's Picture Easy v.2.0 image editing software was the application
employed for this study. The version 2.0 user interface design
incorporates many levels of feedback including roll-over graphical
indicators, highlighted icons, ballon text aids, and a message area,
that provides textual instructions. Although the current screen design
18
incorporates various levels of visual feedback, the assumption was
made that by including auditory cues, users would experience a greater
understanding of the application and options that were presented.
The three evaluated prototypes incorporated various levels of visual and
auditory feedback. Prototype A incorporated only the use of visual feedback
and is Kodak's Picture Easy software v.2.0 design. Within this study scenario,
users had the roll-over graphical indicators, highlighted icons, tool tips, and
a message area to assist their performance. The use of auditory feedback in
scenario one was not provided and this prototype was used as a benchmark
for the further study scenarios. Prototype B incorporated the use of a
message area, roll-over graphical indicators, excluded the use of tool tips,
and added generalized auditory feedback cues. The generalized auditory
feedback for scenario B, was derived by a common location of icons with
similar affordances. With the use of auditory feedback, the assumption was
made that the use of tool tips could be eliminated without a degradation in
user performance. The third prototype incorporated the same visual feedback
as scenario B, but included individualized auditory cues for each icon. It was
assumed that the use of individualized custom auditory cues would allow a
greater understanding of the proposed interface and would assist the
users'
performance.
19
The scenarios mentioned above permitted the measurement of user
preferences for visual indicators only, while also measuring the
combination of visual and auditory cues. The scenarios permitted the
determination of the type of auditory cues used, generalized versus
individualized. There were three stimulus levels to be tested. Prototype
A was the current design of Picture Easy v.2.0 which incorporated visual
indicators only. Prototype B, used generalized auditory feedback within
the interface and removed textual aids within the tool tips. Prototype C,
incorporated individualized auditory feedback on icons within the
interface with the removed textual tool tips.
20
Evaluation of Current Picture Easy User Interface
(Prototype A)
Kodak's Picture Easy v.2.0 software employs only visual feedback. One
example of the visual feedback, is the roll-over indicators which
appear when an item at that current pointer position is available for
selection. This type of visual cue can be most commonly found in
hypertext markup language links of the World Wide Web. Within this
example, the pointer device icon changes from an arrow to a pointing
finger. Picture Easy v.2.0 illustrates this type of visual feedback as a blue
shadow that appears behind the icon as users roll over a selectable area
seen in Figure 1. Figure 1 shows the normal icon as well as this blue
shadow in the rolled over icon.
icon normal rolled over icon
Figure 1: Example of Rolled Over Icon in Picture Easy Software v.2.0
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Selected icons are described as changing the mapping of a selected
area. Here an icon or selectable area can change its graphical orientation
and or appearance upon a user's action. Within Picture Easy v.2.0,
selected image icons on the main menu are mapped from a grey slide
holder with no border to a slide holder with a yellow border, indicating
that the image is currently selected, seen in Figure 2. Figure 2 shows
an image file that has not been selected, on the left, and the same image
file when it is selected, on the right.
Slide holder not selected Slide holder selected
Figure 2: Example of Selected Image File in Picture Easy Software v.2.0
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Tool tip aids are text based messages that appear when a user hovers
the mouse over a selectable area for a predetermined time period. This
form of visual cue appears adjacent to the icon in question and can be
seen in a number of popular desktop software packages from Adobe,
Microsoft, and MacroMedias. Figure 3 displays
Adobes'
Phototshop tool
pallet incorporating these types of visual aids with extended text
indicators describing the icon functionality or affordances. Kodak uses
an average of four words to describe the icon functionality. We believe
that by adding auditory feedback to these interaction types, a reduction
in the number of words could be used for textual displays, without a
decrease in user performance. This study eliminated the use of textual
instructions for the prototypes which incorporated auditory feedback.
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Figure 3: Tool tip Text Aids
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The message area is a dedicated space that displays warnings, possible
actions, current tool selected, and other valuable feedback. Picture Easy
v.2.0 uses the top of the interface to display these messages as seen in
Figure 4. Kodak distinguishes this area from the working area by
employing a blue background and by displaying a glowing light bulb
when a message appears.
Figure 4: Message Area
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Amicro workflow diagram of a user's interaction with a particular software
functionality was constructed. The diagram below maps the study interaction
workflow for prototype A. The workflow begins with the end user making a
mental commitment of engaging an aspect of the interface. Step #2 shows the
software's response to a pointing device entering an active area. Step #3 shows
the delay between the pointer entering the active area and the end user's next
interaction. Step #4 indicates the end user clicking the mouse in the downward
direction. Step #5 indicates the mouse pointer returning to the upward position,
and possibly the beginning of a transition into the next interaction workflow.
Tested Picture Easy Software Interaction Workflow (Prototype A)
STEP#1 STEP #2 STEP #3 STEP #4 STEP #5
user interaction user interaction
(mouse click down) (mouse click up)
pointer enters
active area
Start of
interaction,
mental
corrLiriitment
by user
Visual cue
revealed
(blue shadow
appears behind
activated icon)
Visual cue
revealed
(tool tip displayed)
Location change
within
software
Figure 5: Prototype AMicro Workflow
Although the use of visual indicators as cues is prominent within the
current screen design, it was assumed that the addition of auditory
feedback would aid users in understanding the offered functionality.
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Evaluation of Proposed Picture Easy User Interface B
(Prototype B)
After evaluation of the version 2.0 user interface, a chart of possible
integrations of auditory feedback was composed, see Appendix A. The
user interface was grouped into six areas of interaction due to similar
icons functionalities. These groups were developed to aid in the
identification of each icon's actions. A separate auditory feedback
cue was attached to each of the eight areas including; rotate, crop,
enhance, save, send E-mail attachment, print, accept, and cancel. It was
assumed that users would be able to identify the icon by the perceived
tone. Each area receives a tone for roll-over which accompanies the
highlighted blue shadow. A common tone, across all eight icons was
employed when an area had been selected. Possible areas for auditory
feedback integration can be seen by the yellow selected portion in
Figures 6, 7 and 8. A micro workflow of proposed interface B
can be seen in Figure 9. The micro workflow of prototype B differs from
prototype A's workflow in the addition of auditory cues,
(generic sound), in steps #2 and #4. Step #3 in prototype B's workflow
is also lacking the visual cues in the form of tool tips
found in prototype A's step #3.
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Figure 6: Main Menu (thumbnails)
*tai
Main Menu Thumbnails
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Figure 7: Rotate Menu
Rotate Icon Message Area
Cancel / Accept Icons
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Figure 8: Enhance Menu
Enhance Icon Message Area
Cancel / Accept Icons
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Tested Picture Easy Software Interaction Workflow (Prototype B)
STEP#1 STEP #2 STEP #3 STEP #4 STEP #5
user interaction user interaction
(mouse click down) (mouse click up)
pointer enters
active area
Start of Visual cue
interaction, revealed
mental (blue shadow
commitment
by user
appears behind
activated icon)
Audio cue
played
(generic sound)
Audio cue
repeated
(generic sound
repeated)
Location change
within
software
Figure 9: Prototype B Micro Workflow
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Evaluation of Proposed Picture Easy User Interface C
(Prototype C)
The third prototype incorporated individualized auditory cues on
each icon roll-over, as well as an individual but common sound for all
icons when selected. The theory behind this prototype was that users
would find the addition of the auditory feedback on roll-over helpful
when determining the icon functionality. Unlike the second prototype,
this user interface benefited from each icon having an individualized
sound that portrayed the real-world equivalent. For example, the print
icon had an auditory cue that sounded like a laser printer printing. The
assumption was that by incorporating real world auditory cues, users
would be able to leverage their knowledge of existing sounds to the
interface's representation of the desired action. The sounds incorporated
into the functionality of prototype C include, the sound of a bell for
"Accept,"
a sound of a buzzer for "Cancel," a pair of scissors cutting
for "Crop," a modem transmition for
"E-mail,"
an abstract sound for
"Enhance,"
a laser printer printing for
"Print,"
a second abstract sound
for "Rotate," and a third abstract sound for "Save". The micro workflow
diagram for proposed Picture Easy User Interface C can be seen in
Figure 10. Prototype C's workflow differs from prototype B's workflow
only in the use of customized sound instead of generic sounds.
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Tested Picture Easy Software InteractionWorkflow (Prototype C)
STEP#1 STEP #2 STEP #3 STEP #4 STEP #5
pointer enters
active area
user interaction user interaction
(mouse click down) (mouse click up)
Start of
interaction,
mental
commitment
by user
Visual cue
revealed
(blue shadow
appears behind
activated icon)
Audio cue
played
(custom sound)
Audio cue
repeated
(custom sound
repeated)
Location change
within
software
Figure 10: Prototype C Micro Workflow
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Study Procedure
The purpose of this usability study was to collect data regarding user
interaction preferences. Every participant executed each scenario
(current design A, proposed user interface B, and proposed user
interface C). The three scenarios were counterbalanced across
participants to insure that there was no learning bias (see table 1). The
participants were asked to perform tasks using one of the prototypes.
After each scenario was completed, the participants were asked to fill
out an evaluation questionnaire pertaining to that scenario. These
questions are in Appendices C.3, C.4 and C.5. The same procedure was
incorporated for all of the scenarios. Upon completion of all three
scenarios, the participants were asked to fill out an overall evaluation
form. The overall evaluation form is in Appendix C.6. An exit interview,
found in Appendix C.7, was conducted after all materials had been
returned to the experimenter.
Table 1: Experimental Group Ordering Sequence
Participant Groups Scenario Ordering Sequence
Group 1 = A B C
Group 2 = A C B
Group 3 = B C A
Group 4 = B A C
Group 5 = C A B
Group 6 = C B A
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Place and Time
Each participant worked individually with the three prototypes in a
comfortable laboratory environment provided by the Electronic Prepress
Laboratory in the School of Printing at Rochester Institute of
Technology. The study period for each participant was estimated to
require one hour.
Participant Characteristics
A total of thirty-six participants took part in this study. The participant
requirements were:
Normal hearing range, normal to corrected to normal
color vision, normal dexterity with at least one hand, either
right or left, adequate for using a mouse cursor and /or
positioning device.
No specific gender or age requirement.
Average computer experience.
Knowledge of image editing applications.
Not familiar with Picture Easy software v.2.0.
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Willingness to sign and abide by a non-disclosure and
participation consent agreement with Eastman Kodak Company
for proprietary information.
Willingness to grant permission to be audio taped.
Willingness and enthusiasm to freely give opinions about good
and bad features of the software being used and tasks
being performed.
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Experimental Design
Independent Variables
The independent variables for the experimental design were:
The participants'computer experience, knowledge, and skills.
Handedness, right or left.
Gender, male or female.
Age.
Hearing, vision, and dexterity characteristics.
Dependent Variables
The dependent variables included:
The amount of auditory feedback presented in each prototype.
The time required to complete each task.
The frequency of expressions of satisfaction or frustration.
The percent of favorable/unfavorable comments.
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Session Materials
The materials required for the study session included:
The orientation and training instructions Appendix C.l
The confidentiality and consent agreement form Appendix D
The background characteristics questionnaire Appendix C.2
PC computer equipment including monitor, speakers,
and mouse
Post-study review questionnaire Appendix C.3, C.4, and C.5
Session scenario questionnaires Appendix C.6
Data Collection
Data Sources
The sources of data were:
Logged observations during training and scenarios.
Audio taped recordings during study procedures.
Participants'
verbal description of problems and features.
All questionnaires.
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Data Analysis
The purpose of the data analysis was to determine the usability of the
Picture Easy v.2.0 software when the user was provided with various
levels of auditory feedback. The study identified elements that
contributed to usability issues and possibly the reasons for observed
usability difficulties. Statistical analysis was used to show significant
differences between the use of the three interface designs.
Activities
The data analysis activities were:
Review information collected from each participant
Compilation of information collected from experimenter
observations
Review the original audio tape for relevant material
Statistical analysis of the quantitative questionnaire data
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ANOVA: Single Factor Analysis Tool
An ANOVA analysis was performed to test the hypothesis. This analysis
compared the means from two or more samples to determine if they are equal,
or drawn from populations with the same mean. A critical value of 0.05 was
adopted for this testing making the significant value 3.32. This technique
expands upon the tests for two means, such as the
"T-Test." "T-Tests"
were also
calculated for paired comparisons between each group. Means and standard
deviations were calculated and reported in the results section accompanying
each question.
Deliverables
The following deliverables were provided to the Human Factors
Laboratory at Eastman Kodak Company, and the thesis project
committee of the Printing Management Sciences at the Rochester
Institute of Technology.
Questionnaire data, compilation, and data analysis report.
Completed thesis project describing results and conclusions,
as well as recommendations for future work.
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Chapter 5
Equipment, Facilities, Anticipated Costs, Timetables
Equipment and Facilities
Eastman Kodak Company's Human Factors Laboratory Manger, Douglas
Beaudet, offered the use of the user testing laboratory. These facilities
were not utilized due to logistical problems encountered when
scheduling participants. Kathryn McGirr, the Electronic Printing and
Publishing Laboratory manager in the School of Printing, at Rochester
Institute of Technology, offered the use of an enclosed office
environment for the study. Michael Riordan, Prepress Facilities
Coordinator, also at the School of Printing graciously provided the use
of an Apple Macintosh 8500/120 with a Sony
17"
monitor and matching
peripherals to conduct the study.
The audio equipment used to record the
participants'
comments included
a hand held tape recorder manufactured by General Electric. The tape
recorder used was equipped with a directional microphone that
recorded both the
prototypes'
audio cues and
participants'
verbal
comments and exit interviews. These tapes were reviewed shortly after
each participant's session to ensure all vital verbal comments were
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captured and recorded. Along with the audio recording equipment, the
experimenter was stationed adjacent to the participants during the
study period to evaluate, record, and observe the
participants'
reactions.
Costs
The use of the laboratory and equipment listed above were generously
provided, free of charge by the School of Printing at Rochester Institute
of Technology. After study completion the participants received a single
use camera as compensation for their efforts. The single use cameras
are estimated to cost approximately $10.00 each. Douglas Beaudet, of
the Human Factors Laboratory at Eastman Kodak, graciously donated
the cameras.
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Chapter 6
Results
The study of non-verbal auditory cues within Kodak's Picture Easy Software
v.2.0 was very successful. Although our hypothesis was disproved, the study
revealed valuable information and interesting areas for future research.
This section provides the results from the background questionnaire and the
four questionnaires presented to the participants during and after the study
period. Questions 1-9 from questionnaires A, B, and C were similar varying only
in syntax relating to the specific prototypes. This section also includes the results
from the final questionnaire.
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Participants Background
Thirty-six participants each spent approximately one hour evaluating the three
prototypes and answering questionnaires. The average age of the participants
was just over twenty-one years and six months. Five participants (13.8 percent),
30 -
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Figure 11: Number of Participants within Age Groups
were under the age of twenty, twenty-five participants (69.4 percent), were in
the age group between twenty to thirty years, and a total of six participants
(16.7 percent), were above the age of thirty seen in figure 11. The average
participant was a third year student. Twenty-two participants were male and
fourteen were female. Thirty-one participants were right handed and five were
left handed. Seventeen participants did not require the use of corrective lens,
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while sixteen used regular corrected lenses and three required the use of bi-focal
or tri-focal lenses. All but one participant had never seen Kodak's Picture Easy
Software.
Computer Experience
The participants were asked to rate their experience with different operating
systems and software packages on a scale of 0 to 4, where 0 equaled "no
experience at all", 1 equaled "less than one hour per week", 2 equaled "one to
ten hours perweek,"3 equaled "ten to twenty hours per week.", and a 4
equaled "more than twenty hours per week". This was done to gain a further
understanding of the
participants'background and overall computer
experience. The mean score for working with a Macintosh computer was 2.72
with a standard deviation of 1.05. Working with a PC's mean average was 2.05
with a standard deviation of 1.35. Amean score of 0.11 was received for
working with a Unix OS, SUN workstation with a standard deviation
of 0.31 (Figure 12).
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Figure 12: Experience with Operating Systems
Software Experience
The participants were asked to rate, using the same scale, their weekly use of
varying software applications including: word processing, image editing,
publishing, drawing, database, spreadsheets, and presentation software. Amean
score of 2.30 was received for word processingwith a standard deviation of
0.92. Amean score of 2.19 was received for image editingwith a standard
deviation of 0.85. Amean score of 2.05 was received for publishing applications
with a standard deviation of 1.32. Amean score of 1.02 was received for
drawing applications with a standard deviation of 1.10. Amean score of 0.5
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was received for database application with a standard deviation of 0.84. Amean
score of 1.27 was received for spreadsheet applications with a standard
deviation of 1.03 and a mean score of 0.94 was received for presentation
software with a standard deviation of 0.95. The participants were also asked to
rate the experience with developing graphical user interfaces and developing
interactive web pages. The participants'mean score for developing graphical
user interfaces was 1.66 with a standard deviation of 1.49. Amean score of 1.77
was received for developing interactive web pages, with the standard deviation
of 1.53.
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Prototype Questionnaires
Most of the questions were rated on a seven point Likert scale where one (1)
was referred to as the lowest measure and seven (7) was rated the highest.
The participants generally rated the prototypes, fairly easy to use, on a scale of 1
to 7, where 1 is "Very Difficult" and 7 is "Very
Easy." Theparticipants'average
response was 5.5, and the standard deviation was 1.38. This information
suggests that the participants thought navigating through these prototypes was
somewhat easy. The first nine questions of all three prototype questionnaires
were similar differing only in the syntax referring to that particular prototype.
When this same question was asked individually pertaining to a particular
interface, (either Prototype A, B, or C) the results varied. No effects due to
gender differences or computer experience were found throughout the study.
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Question #1 "Overall I rate the ease of using this interface as:
(l)Very Difficult to (7)Very Easy"
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Figure 14: Question #1
The mean "ease ofuse"ratings were: 6.02 for prototype Awith a standard
deviation of 1.08; the mean for prototype B was 3.9 with a standard deviation of
1.70, and the mean for prototype C was 5.25 with a standard deviation of 1.33.
The overall mean "ease of
use"for all three prototypes combined was 5.07. The
results of this question indicated that when considering the study session as a
whole, the participants thought the prototypes were somewhat easy to use, but
when considering the prototypes individually, the participants found prototype
A to be the easiest.
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A single factor analysis of variance was used to test the omnibus hypothesis.
The results of the ANOVA test revealed an F-value of 20.37 and a P-value of
3.34"08.
Q#lANOVA Pooled samples
Mean
PROTOTYPE A: 6.02
PROTOTYPE B: 3.94
PROTOTYPE C: 5.25
Variance
1.17
2.91
1.79
F-Ratio
20.37
P-Value
3.34-08
Paired Comparisons Pooled samples
P-Value
PROTOTYPE A vs. B : 6.37"07
PROTOTYPE B vs. C : 7.31-06
PROTOTYPE A vs. C : 0.003
Table 2: Question #1, ANOVA and T-Test Results for Pooled Response
This result indicated that the participants'responses were significantly different.
Post Hoc testingwas used to compare the sample means for each combination
of the participants'pooled responses toward the prototypes. A standard T-test
with a new significant value of 0.016 (Bonferroni correction value) was adopted.
Question #1 revealed a P-value forA vs. B of 6.37~0' , the P-value of B vs. C was
7.31"0", and the P-value for A vs. C was 0.003 indicating that there was a
significant difference between all combinations.
Evaluation of theparticipants'responses with regard to prototype presentation
order was completed. The
participants'
responses were grouped into categories
according to the order of presentation of the prototypes.
Q#lANOVA Group Samples Paired Comparisons Group Samples
Mean
PROTOTYPE A: 5.5
PROTOTYPE B: 3.0
PROTOTYPE C : 4.91
Variance
1.90
1.09
1.71
F-Ratio
13.04
P-Value
6.67"05 PROTOTYPE A vs. B :
PROTOTYPE B vs. C :
PROTOTYPE A vs. C:
P-Value
0.0006
0.002
0.358
Table 3: Question #1, ANOVA and T-Test Results for Grouped Response
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The F-value was 13.04 and the P-value was
6.67"
- This result indicated that
when
participants'
responses were grouped in presentation order, there was a
significant difference between the prototypes. Paired comparisons were then
calculated, the A vs. B P-value was 0.0006, B vs. C P-value was 0.002, and
A vs. C P-value was 0.358 indicating that upon first interaction with the
prototypes
participants'
responses for "ease ofuse"showed that there was no
significant difference between prototype A and prototype C, but there was a
significant difference between prototype A vs. B and prototype B vs. C
comparisons.
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Question #2 "The combination of (Tool Tips /Generalized sound/Custom sound) and
icons makes it easy to determine the functionality of the buttons":
(l)Strongly Disagree to (7)StronglyAgree.
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Figure 15: Question #2
When determining the functionality of the interface with the inclusion of either
Tool Tips, Generic sounds, or Custom sounds, the participants found prototype
A's button functionality easier to identify. The mean ratings for Prototype A
were: 6.47 with a standard deviation of 0.89. Prototype B's mean rating was 2.19
with a standard deviation of 1.52, and prototype C's mean rating was 4.66 with
a standard deviation of 1.68. A single factor analysis of variance was used to test
the omnibus hypothesis.
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Q#2ANOVA Pooled samples
Mear\ Variance F-Ratio P-Value
PROTOTYPE A: 6.47 0.82 81.99 3.55-22
PROTOTYPE B : 2.19 2.33
PROTOTYPE C: 4.66 2.91
Paired Comparisons Pooled samples
PROTOTYPE A vs. B :
PROTOTYPE B vs. C :
PROTOTYPE A vs. C :
P-Value
2.16-16
2.88'08
2.89,-08
Table 4: Question #2, ANOVA and T-Test Results for Pooled Response
The results of the ANOVA test revealed an F-value of 81.99 and a P-value of
3.55"
, indicating that there was a significant difference between the pooled
samples of the prototypes. A paired comparison was made between all
combinations. The pooled means of the prototypes revealed that the A vs. B
P-value was 2.16"16, the B vs. C P-value was 2.88"08, and the P-value for the
comparison betweenA vs. C pooled means was 2.89~0, indicating that there
was a significant difference between all combinations of the prototypes.
Further investigation on the effects of ordering were then preformed.
An ANOVA test was conducted on theparticipants'ordered responses
producing an F-value of 17.71 and a P-value of
5.93"^"
suggesting that there
was a significant difference when
participants'
responses were grouped in the
order of presentation of the prototypes.
Q#2ANOVA Group samples Paired Comparisons Group samples
Mean
PROTOTYPE A: 6.16
PROTOTYPE B: 2.91
PROTOTYPE C: 5.0
Variance
1.78
1.53
2.18
F-Ratio
17.71
P-Value
5.93'-06 PROTOTYPE A vs. B :
PROTOTYPE B vs. C :
PROTOTYPE A vs. C :
P-Value
5.22"05
0.002
0.051
Table 5: Question #2, ANOVA and T-Test Results for Grouped Response
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Paired comparisons of the ordered means for all combinations of the prototypes
revealed that the A vs. B P value was 5.22"^, the B vs. C combination P-value
was 0.002, and theA vs. C P-value was 0.05 indicating that there was no
significant difference when participants'responses were ordered for the
comparison of prototypes A vs. C, but there was a significant difference
for the comparisons ofA vs. B, and B vs. C. These results indicate thatwhen
participants first interacted with the prototypes, they felt that prototype B did
not aid them in determining the functionality of the buttons.
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Question #3 "The combination of (Tool Tips/Generalized sound/Custom sound) and
icons in this prototype is": (l)Not at all Useful to (7)Very Useful
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Figure 16: Question #3
The participants found the tool tips in prototype A to be more useful when
interacting with the interface than the use of sound in either prototype B or C.
The participants rated prototype A, with a mean score of 6.52 and a standard
deviation of 0.86. The use of generic sounds in prototype B, was found to be not
useful, scoring a mean value of 2.63, and a standard deviation of 1.51. Prototype
C was rated slightly better than neutral with a mean rating of 4.52 with a
standard deviation of 1.78.
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Q#3ANOVA Pooled samples Paired Comparisons Pooled samples
Mean Variance F-Ratio P-value
PROTOTYPE A: 6.47 0.82 81.99 3.55_22
PROTOTYPE B: 2.19 2.33
PROTOTYPE C: 4.66 2.91
PROTOTYPE A vs. B
PROTOTYPE B vs. C
PROTOTYPE A vs. C
P-value
6.70"17
l.ll"05
5.2T-08
Table 6: Question #3, ANOVA and T-Test Results for Pooled Response
The results of the ANOVA test revealed an F-value of 81.99 and a P-value of
3.55"^, indicating that there was a significant difference between the pooled
samples of the prototypes. A paired comparison of the pooled means between
all combinations of the prototypes reveals that the A vs. B P-value was 6.70"^,
the B vs. C P-value was 1.11"^, and the P-value for the comparison between
A vs. C pooled means was 5.21"^. This indicates that there was a significant
difference between all combinations of the prototypes. Further investigation on
the effects of ordering were then preformed.
Q#3ANOVA Group samples Paired Comparisons Group samples
Mean
PROTOTYPE A: 6.08
PROTOTYPE B: 3.0
PROTOTYPE C: 4.91
Variance
1.53
1.63
2.44
F-Ratio
15.52
P-value
1.77-'05 PROTOTYPE A vs. B:
PROTOTYPE B vs. C :
PROTOTYPE A vs. C :
P-value
0.0001
0.002
0.072
Table 7: Question #3, ANOVA and T-Test Results for Grouped Response
The ANOVA tests used on the
participants'
ordered responses produced an
F-value of 15.52 and a P-value of 1.77""^ suggesting that there was a significant
difference whenparticipants'responses were grouped in the order of
presentation of the prototypes. Paired comparisons of the ordered means for
all combinations of the prototypes revealed that the A vs. B P-value was 0.0001,
the B vs. C combination P-value was 0.002, and the A vs. C P-value was 0.072.
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This indicated that there was no significant difference whenparticipants'
responses where ordered for the comparison of prototypes A vs. C, but there
was a significant difference when participants compared the A vs. B or B vs. C
combinations. This suggests that upon first interaction of the prototypes,
participants thought that the differences between prototype A and prototype C
were not significant. From these results we can conclude that the participants
considered prototypes A and C to be useful and prototype B not useful.
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Question #4 "The combination of (Tool Tips/Generalized sound/Custom sound) and
icons in this prototype is": (l)Very Confusing to (7)Very Clear
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Figure 17: Question #4
The participants rated the use of tool tips in prototype A to be clearer than the
other two prototypes incorporating auditory cues. The mean score for prototype
Awas 5.97 with a standard deviation of 1.32. The mean for prototype B was 3.0
with a standard deviation of 1.43 and the mean score for prototype C was 4.44,
with a standard deviation of 1.40. The results of the ANOVA test for question
#4, revealed an F-value of 81.99 and a P-value of 3.55"22, indicating that there
was a significant difference between all combinations for the pooled
samples means of the prototypes.
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Q#4ANOVA Pooled samples
Mean
PROTOTYPE A: 5.97
PROTOTYPE B: 3.0
PROTOTYPE C : 4.44
Variance
1.79
2.05
2.02
F-Ratio
40.56
P-value
8.86"14
Paired Comparisons Pooled samples
P-value
PROTOTYPE A vs B: 4.18"13
PROTOTYPE B vs. C: 3.51"06
PROTOTYPE A vs. C: 7.68"08
Table 8: Question #4, ANOVA and T-Test Results for Pooled Response
A paired comparison of the pooled data shows a P-value for the A vs. B
comparison as 4.18-1^' and for the B vs. C comparison as 3.51""", and the
A vs. C comparison as 7.68"". All of the paired comparisons for the pooled data
show a significant difference between the means. Further investigation of an
ANOVA on the ordered presentation of the prototypes shows an F-value of 3.31.
Q#4ANOVA Ordered samples
Mean Variance F-Ratio P-value
PROTOTYPE A: 4.83 2.15 3.31 0.048
PROTOTYPE B: 3.33 2.06
PROTOTYPE C : 4.58 2.81
Paired Comparison s Ordered samples
P-value
PROTOTYPE A vs B: 0.037
PROTOTYPE B vs. C: 0.063
PROTOTYPE A vs C: 0.730
Table 9: Question #4, ANOVA and T-Test Results for Ordered Response
This F-value falls slightly below the level of the critical value (3.32). The F-
distribution conditions contained a 0.05 significance level, 2 degrees of freedom
for the numerator, and 36 degrees of freedom for the denominator. Although the
difference is slight, we must still consider that there is no significant
difference when comparing the means of ordered groupings of the prototypes.
This may be due to the fact that the participants had no other means of
comparing the prototype that they are evaluating.
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A continued investigation compared sample means in a backwards ordering.
Abackwards order compares participants'responses of the different prototypes
when viewed last in the presentation order.
Q#4ANOVA Backwards samples
Mean
PROTOTYPE A: 6.42
PROTOTYPE B: 3.17
PROTOTYPE C: 4.42
Variance
0.81
2.15
1.17
F-Ratio
23.39
P-value
4.72-07
Paired Comparisons Backwards samples
P-value
PROTOTYPE A vs. B: 9 oq-05
PROTOTYPE B vs. C: 0.003
PROTOTYPE A vs. C: 0.001
Table 10: Question #4, ANOVA and T-Test Results for Backwards Response
By ordering the
participants'
responses backwards, we can compare the mean
scores of each prototype after evaluating all three prototypes. An F-value of
23.39 and a P-value of 4.72""'' indicated that there was a significant difference
between all prototypes means. A paired comparison of the A vs. B combination
revealed a P-value of 2.99""'-) indicating that there was no significant difference.
The B vs. C paired comparison is considered significant, with a P-value of 0.03.
The A vs.C paired comparisons P-value was 0.001, making it significantly
different. From these results, we concluded that when participants had the
opportunity to view all prototypes, they felt that prototype Awas
significantly clearer.
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Question #5 "The combination of (Tool Tips/Generalized sound/Custom sound) and
icons in this prototype is: (l)Not at all Useful to (7)Very
Useful"
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Figure 18: Question #5
The participants rated prototype A to be the most useful, with a mean value of
6.22 and a standard deviation of 0.94. Prototype B was considered to be not
useful, with a mean rating of 2.83 and a standard deviation of 1.66. Prototype C
scored a mean rating of 4.61 and a standard deviation of 1.49. The F-value for
the results of the ANOVA test for question #5 was 51.77 with a P-value of
2.25"16. This indicated that there was a significant difference between pooled
sample data of the participants.
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Q#5ANOVA Pooled samples Paired Comparisons Pooled samples
Mean
PROTOTYPE A: 6.62
PROTOTYPE B: 2.83
PROTOTYPE C : 4.61
Variance
0.92
2.77
2.30
F-Ratio
51.77
P-value
2.56"16
P-value
PROTOTYPE A v.s. B :
PROTOTYPE B v.s. C :
PROTOTYPE A v.s. C :
1.73'13
4.14"06
1.17-06
Table 11: Question #5, ANOVA and T-Test Results for Pooled Response
Further testing of paired comparisons between all combinations of prototypes,
revealed that the A vs. B comparison showed a significant difference with a
P-value of 1.73_13. The P-value for the B vs. C combination was 4.14"^^, and
the A vs. C combination P-value was 1.01"^". All paired comparisons for the
pooled data on question #5 showed that there was a significant difference
between each prototype's pooled data. By preforming another ANOVA test on
ordered responses we can see if upon first interactionwith the software,
whether or not participants felt a significant difference between the three
prototypes.
Q#5ANOVA Ordered samples
Mean
PROTOTYPE A: 5.33
PROTOTYPE B: 3.14
PROTOTYPE C : 4.58
Variance
0.78
3.53
2.44
F-Ratio
4.95
P-value
0.013
Paired Comparisons Ordered samples
P-value
PROTOTYPE A vs B: 0.012
PROTOTYPE B vs. C: 0.056
PROTOTYPE A vs C: 0.133
Table 12: Question #5, ANOVA and T-Test Results for Ordered Response
The F-value for the ordered responses was 4.95 and the P-value was 0.013.
Although this F-value falls above the statistical significance threshold of 3.32,
we can observe the difference between the pooled responses with an F-value of
51.77, and the ordered responses of 4.95. This difference suggests a decline in
statistical significance. Further testing of paired comparisons of the ordered
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responses showed a P-value of 0.012 for the A vs.B combination. This value falls
below the new Bonferroni correction value of 0.016, indicating that the
A vs.B comparison is significantly different. However, the other paired
comparisons show no significant difference. The B vs.C comparison shows a
P-value of 0.056, and the A vs. C comparison shows a P-value of 0.133. The
participant responses were then regrouped in a backwards order to determine
whether there was a significant difference between the means after all of the
prototypes have been evaluated.
Q#5ANOVA Backwards Ordered samples
Mean Variance F-Ratio P-value
PROTOTYPE A: 6.67 0.42 41.49 9.83-10
PROTOTYPE B: 2.58 2.26
PROTOTYPE C: 4.75 0.93
Paired Comparisons Backwards Ordered
P-value
PROTOTYPE A vs. B: 2.83-06
PROTOTYPE B vs. C: 0.0003
PROTOTYPE A vs C: 0.0002
Table 13: Question #5, ANOVA and T-Test Results for Backwards Response
The ANOVA analysis revealed an F-value for the backwards ordering of
participants'
responses for question #5 as 41.49, while the P-value was 9.83"-1-".
Further investigation into the paired comparisons of the backwards order of
responses showed a P-value of 2.83""" indicating that there was a significant
difference between the A vs. B comparison. The B vs. C comparison also reveals
a significant difference with a P-value of 0.0003, and the A vs.C comparison was
considered significant with a P-value of 0.0002. It can be concluded that no
matter how theparticipants'data was grouped either, pooled, ordered, or
backwards ordered, there was a statistical difference between the
prototypes'
means scores. Although when viewing the participants ordered responses,
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only the A vs. B paired comparisons was considered to be significantly different.
Indicating that upon first interaction of the prototypes, the participants felt that
there was a significant difference in the usefulness of the attributes
incorporated in the prototypes.
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Question #6 "The combination of (Tool Tips/Generalized sound/Custom sound) and
icons in this prototype is: (l)Very Frustrating to (7)Very
Satisfying"
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Figure 19: Question #6
The participants rated prototype A to be the most satisfyingwith a mean rating
of 6.0 and a standard deviation of 1.26. Prototype B scored only a 2.75 for the
mean rating with a standard deviation of 1.40, indicating that it was frustrating
to workwith overall, while prototype C had a mean rating of 4.61 and a
standard deviation of 1.34. The F-value of the ANOVA for question #6 was
52.34 with a P-value of 1.70'^, revealing that
participants'
mean scores for
the pooled data were significantly different.
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Q#6ANOVA Pooled samples
Mean
PROTOTYPE A: 6.00
PROTOTYPE B: 2.75
PROTOTYPE C: 4.16
Variance
1.65
1.96
1.85
F-Ratio
52.34
P-value
1.70'-16
Paired Comparisons Pooled samples
P-value
PROTOTYPE A vs B: 8.32"14
PROTOTYPE B vs. C: 3.12-05
PROTOTYPE A vs C: 22g-06
Table 14: Question #6, ANOVA and T-Test Results for Pooled Response
Further investigation into the paired comparisons of all the prototypes show a
P-value of 8.32"14 for A vs. B, 3.12"05 for B vs. C , and 2.28"06 forA vs. C
combination. All paired comparisons for the pooled data indicated a significant
difference. Participants' data was then ordered to compare the means of
participants'
responses varying on presentation order.
Q#6ANOVA Ordered samples
Mean
PROTOTYPE A: 5.16
PROTOTYPE B : 3.08
PROTOTYPE C: 3.91
Variance
2.69
2.08
2.44
F-Ratio
5.17
P-value
0.008
Paired Comparison s Ordered samples
P-value
PROTOTYPE A vs B: 0.019
PROTOTYPE B vs. C: 0.127
PROTOTYPE A vs C: 0.11001
Table 15: Question #6, ANOVA and T-Test Results for Ordered Response
The F-value for the ANOVA testing on the ordered responses was 5.47with a
P-value of 0.008, indicating that these ordered responses are significantly
different. The paired comparison ofmeans for the A vs. B combination reveal a
P-value of 0.019 making it the only combination of the ordered paired
comparisons significantly different. The comparison for B vs. C had a P-value
of 0.127, and theA vs. C comparison had a P-value of 0.11001. These results
indicated that these comparisons were not significantly different.
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Reordering the participants'responses backwards we reviewed the results after
the participants had an opportunity to work with each prototype. The ANOVA
shows a significant difference between the mean ratings with an F-value of
19.43, and a P-value of 3.85"06.
Q#6ANOVA Backwards Ordered samples
Mean
PROTOTYPE A: 6.18
PROTOTYPE B: 3.18
PROTOTYPE C: 4.09
Variance
0.60
4.45
2.96
F-Ratio
19.43
P-value
3.85';-06
Paired Comparisons Backwards Ordered
P-value
PROTOTYPE A v.s B: 0.0001
PROTOTYPE B v.s. C: 0.046
PROTOTYPE A v.s C: 5.92"05
Table 16: Question #6, ANOVA and T-Test Results for Backwards Response
Paired comparisons were made for all combinations of the prototypes for the
backwards ordering. The P-value for the A vs. B combination was 0.0001, the
B vs. C combination was 0.046, and the A vs. C combination was
5.92"
.
Only the B vs. C combination revealed a non-significant difference, indicating
that prototype Awas considered to be substantially more satisfying than the
use of auditory cues found in prototypes B and C.
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Question #7 "The combination of (Tool Tips/Generalized sound/Custom sound) and
icons in this prototype is: (l)Very Unpredictable to (7)Very Predictable"
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Figure 20: Question #7
The participants found prototype A to be more predictable than the prototypes
incorporating the use of auditory cues. Prototype A had a mean rating of 6.03
and a standard deviation of 1.06, whereas prototype B had a mean rating of 3.92
with a standard deviation of 1.99, and prototype C had a mean rating of 4.25
and a standard deviation of 1.81. An ANOVA test revealed a significant
difference between the mean values of all the prototypes with an F-value
of 15.74, and a P-value of 1.04"06.
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Q#7ANOVA Pooled samples
Mean
PROTOTYPE A: 6.03
PROTOTYPE B: 3.97
PROTOTYPE C : 4.25
Variance
1.17
3.97
3.39
F-Ratio
15.74
P-value
1.04"06
Paired Comparisons Pooled samples
P-value
PROTOTYPE A vs B: 0.002
PROTOTYPE B vs. C: 0.209
PROTOTYPE A vs C: 0.089
Table 17: Question #7, ANOVA and T-Test Results for Pooled Response
The paired comparisons for the pooled data show only that the B vs. C
combination was not considered significantly different. The A vs. B P-value was
0.002, the B vs. C combination was 0.209, and the B vs. C combination was 0.089.
These results indicated that prototype Awas considered to be significantly more
predictable than any other prototype. Further investigation into the ANOVA
testing of the ordered responses revealed an F-value of 5.34, and a P-value of
0.009. The drop between the F-value of the pooled sample population and the
F-value of the ordered responses indicated that upon first interaction of the
prototypes, the
participants'
responses were still considered significant, but
to a lesser degree.
Q#7ANOVA Ordered samples
Mean
PROTOTYPE A: 5.58
PROTOTYPE B: 3.58
PROTOTYPE C: 4.42
Variance
1.53
2.08
3.17
F-Ratio
5.34
P-value
0.009
Paired Comparison s Ordered samples
P-value
PROTOTYPE A vs B: 0.002
PROTOTYPE B vs. C: 0.209
PROTOTYPE A vs C: 0.089
Table 18: Question #7, ANOVA and T-Test Results for Ordered Response
Paired comparisons were made between all combinations of the ordered
responses. The A vs. B P-value was 0.002, the B vs. C combination of was 0.209,
and the A vs. C combinations P-value was 0.089. Only the A vs. B combination
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was considered to be significant. These results suggested that upon first
interaction with the prototypes, the participants felt that prototype Awas
significantlymore predictable than prototype B.
The participants responses'were then ordered backwards to determine whether
there was a significant difference between their mean scores after viewing all
the prototypes. An F-value of 4.607 and a P-value of 0.017 indicated that there is
a significant difference between the mean values of all prototypes.
Paired Comparisons Backwards OrderedQ#7ANOVA Backwards Ordered samples
Mean Variance F-Ratio P-value
PROTOTYPE A: 6.33 0.60 4.607 0.017
PROTOTYPE B: 4.50 4.45
PROTOTYPE C : 4.67 2.96
PROTOTYPE A vs. B :
PROTOTYPE B vs. C :
PROTOTYPE A vs. C :
P-value
0.013
0.817
0.015
Table 19: Question #7, ANOVA and T-Test Results for Backwards Response
Further investigation of the backwards ordered responses was then preformed
using paired comparisons between all combinations of the prototypes. The
P-value ofA vs. B was 0.013, the B vs. C combination was 0.817, and the
A vs. C combination was 0.015. Only the combination of B vs. C was not
considered to be significant, indicating that prototype Awas considered to be
significantly more predicable than the other two prototypes incorporating
auditory cues.
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Question #8 "The combination of (Tool Tips/Generalized sound/Custom sound) and
icons in this prototype is: (l)Very Dull to (7)Very Stimulating"
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Figure 21: Question #8
When rating the three prototypes on how stimulating they were to work with,
the participants found prototype C to rank the highest, scoring a mean of 5.36
and a standard deviation of 1.29. Prototype A had a mean of 4.75 with a
standard deviation of 1.21. Prototype B had a mean rating of 3.02 and a
standard deviation of 1.68. The ANOVA testing revealed an F-value of 27.25,
and a P-value of 2.93"^^ for the pooled responses indicating there was no
significant difference.
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Q#8ANOVA Pooled samples
Mean Variance F-Ratio P-value
PROTOTYPE A: 4.75 1.46 27.25 2.95-1
PROTOTYPE B: 3.02 2.82
PROTOTYPE C: 5.36 1.67
Paired Comparisons Pooled samples
P-value
PROTOTYPE A vs B: 394-06
PROTOTYPE B vs. C: 3.82"08
PROTOTYPE A vs C: 0.067
Table 20: Question #8, ANOVA and T-Test Results for Pooled Response
Further investigation into the ordered responses for the prototypes showed that
there was no significant difference between the mean scores of the prototypes.
The F-value of the ordered responses was 3.06, with a P-value of 0.059,
indicating that upon first interactionwith the prototypes, participants
thought there was no significant difference between them.
Q#8ANOVA Ordered samples
Mean
PROTOTYPE A: 4.58
PROTOTYPE B: 3.38
PROTOTYPE C: 5.25
Variance
1.17
2.69
2.02
F-Ratio
3.06
P-value
0.059
Paired Comparis.ons Ordered samples
P-value
PROTOTYPE A vs B: 0.231
PROTOTYPE B vs. C: 0.057
PROTOTYPE A vs C: 0.115
Table 21: Question #8, ANOVA and T-Test Results for Ordered Response
Theparticipants'scores were then ordered backwards to determine whether
there was a significant difference in the responses after all the prototypes had
been viewed. An F-value of 15.28, and a P-value of 2.005-05 revealed that once
all the prototypes had been viewed, participants felt that there was a significant
difference between the mean values.
Q#8ANOVA Backwards Ordered samples
Mean Variance F-Ratio P-value
PROTOTYPE A: 4.50 1.90 15.28 2.005"05
PROTOTYPE B: 2.25 2.56
PROTOTYPE C: 5.33 1.51
Paired Comparisons Backwards Ordered
P-value
PROTOTYPE A vs B: 0.0103
PROTOTYPE B vs. C: 2.001'05
PROTOTYPE A vs C: 0.096
Table 22: Question #8, ANOVA and T-Test Results for Backwards Response
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Paired comparisons were then made between all combinations of the
prototypes. The P-value for the A vs. B combination was 0.0103, the B vs. C
combination was 2.001-05, and the A vs. C combination was 0.09, indicating that
prototypes A and C were not significantly different. These results showed that
after all prototypes have been used by the participants, they felt prototype C
was the most stimulating, but not significantly different than prototype A.
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Question #9 "The combination of (Tool Tips/Generalized sound/Custom sound) and
icons in this prototype is: (l)Very Unpleasant to (7)Very Pleasant"
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Figure 22: Question #9
Prototype A scored a mean value of 5.33 with a standard deviation of 1.22,
prototype B's mean value was 2.75 with a standard deviation of 1.55, and
prototype C's mean value was 4.08 with a standard deviation of 1.605. The
ANOVA test on the pooled samples revealed an F-value of 27.25 with a P-value
of
2.93"
. This indicated that there is a significant difference between the
pooled means. Participants scores indicate that prototype A was the most
pleasant to work with.
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Q#9ANOVA Pooled samples
Mean
PROTOTYPEA: 5.33
PROTOTYPE B: 2.75
PROTOTYPE C : 4.08
Variance
1.54
2.42
2.65
F-Ratio
27.25
P-value
2-93-10
Paired Comparisons Pooled samples
P-value
PROTOTYPE A v.s. B : 4.97"12
PROTOTYPE B vs. C : 9.83-05
PROTOTYPE A vs. C : 0.002
Table 23: Question #9, ANOVA and T-Test Results for Pooled Response
A paired comparison revealed a P-value of 4.97"^^ for the A vs. B combination.
The B vs. C combination P-value was 9.83"^, and the A vs. C P-value was
0.002. All combinations of paired comparisons revealed a significant difference
among the pooled samples. Further investigation into the ordered responses for
the prototypes showed that there was no significant difference between the
mean scores of the prototypes. The F-value of the ordered responses was 2.45,
with a P-value of 0.101, indicating that there was no significant difference
between the ordered responses of the participants.
Q#9ANOVA Ordered samples Paired Comparisons Ordered samples
Mean
PROTOTYPE A: 4.75
PROTOTYPE B: 3.33
PROTOTYPE C : 4.00
Variance
2.02
2.78
2.54
F-Ratio
2.45
P-Value
0.101 PROTOTYPE A vs. B :
PROTOTYPE B vs. C :
PROTOTYPE A vs. C :
P-Value
0.115
0.276
0.338
Table 24: Question #9, ANOVA and T-Test Results for Ordered Response
Theparticipants'scores were then ordered backwards to determine whether there
was a significant difference in the responses after all the prototypes had been
viewed. An F-value of 13.509, and a P-value of 5.17"^ revealed that once all the
prototypes had been viewed, participants felt that there was a significant
difference between the three prototypes. Paired comparisons were then made
between all combinations of the prototypes. The P-value for the A vs. B
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combination was 0.015, the B vs. C combination was 0.011, and theA vs. C
combination was 0.015, indicating that all prototype combinations in the
backwards order were significant. These results showed that after all prototypes
had been interactedwith by the participants, they felt that prototypeAwas the
most pleasant.
Paired Comparisons Backwards samplesQ#9 'ANOVA Backwards Ordered samples
Mean Variance F-Ratio P-Value
PROTOTYPE A. 5.33 1.33 13.509 5.17-5
PROTOTYPE B: 2.50 2.27
PROTOTYPE C: 4.25 1.84
PROTOTYPE A vs. B :
PROTOTYPE B vs. C :
PROTOTYPE A vs. C :
P-Value
0.015
0.011
0.015
Table 25: Question #9, ANOVA and T-Test Results for Backwards Response
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Questions #10 and #11 asked the participants to list three positive and
three negative attributes of each prototype. Below is a listing of the recorded
comments from the prototype questionnaires and discussions with the
participants immediately following the testing period. These lists were
developed to help gain further understanding of the
participants'
preferences for each prototype.
Question #10 "Please list three (3) things that you like about the interface."
Prototype A:
The participants recorded a total of forty-one comments in favor of
prototype A. Thirty-five comments were directed toward the use of
graphical elements. For example, "Graphics are visually explained by tool
tips."
and "Tool tips are very easy to use, helps you recognize functional icons,
Its like ballon help on the
Macintosh." Six were in favor of the lack of
sound, comments included examples such as, "Lack of obnoxious
noises."
and "It was quiet, not
obnoxious."Of the thirty-five comments favoring
graphical elements, thirty were referring to the use of tool tips. For a
complete list of participant comments please refer to appendix E.
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Question #11 "Please list three (3) things that you did not like about the interface."
Prototype A:
The participants recorded a total of thirteen comments against elements of
prototype A. Of these thirteen comments, nine of them were directed toward
the elimination of the use of sound, for example, "No sound to let you know
that you were on an active
button."
and "There was no indicator to let you
know that an action had been selected, sound would help with
this." Four
comments were directed toward elements of the tool tips, such as length of
explanation, reaction time for the tool tips to appear, and the inability to turn
them off. Examples include, "Did not like the tool tips, they are kind of too long
of an
explanation."
and "Did not like the speed of tool tips." For a complete list
of participant comments please refer to appendix E.
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Question #10 "Please list three (3) things that you like about the interface."
Prototype B:
The participants recorded only three comments favoring prototype B, two of
them directed toward the use of sound in general as an additional feedback cue,
examples of this includes, "The "beep" after you choose an option is useful,
because then you know you chose anoption."One comment was directed
toward the use of the generic sound being more pleasing than a different
individualized sound for each icon. "The generic sound "chime" was more
pleasant than all the different sounds for each icon." For a complete list of
participant comments please refer to appendix E.
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Question #11 "Please list three (3) things that you did not like about the
interface."
Prototype B:
The participants recorded a total of forty-eight comments against elements of
prototype B. Of these forty-eight comments, thirty-eight of them were
directed against the use of the generic sounds, for example, "Didn't like the
generic sound, itmade it dull and it would likely confuse
people."
and "Did not
like the same sound for every action, it became
annoying."Six comments were
directed toward the elimination of the tool tips, for example, "The lack of tool
help made selecting icons a bit more difficult. I had to rely upon previous
experience."Four comments discussed the overall use of the prototype. For a
complete list of participant comments please refer to appendix E.
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Question #10 "Please list three (3) things that you like about the interface."
Prototype C:
The participants recorded forty-six comments favoring prototype C. Thirty-one
of them were directed toward the use of sound incorporated as an additional
feedback cue, for example
" The icons on the left could be labeled, but the
sounds helps in identifying their
functionality."
and "Customize sounds help in
providing the user with the knowledge that they have done the proper
function." Three comments were directed toward the visual graphics, for
example, "I liked the icon, picture and sound
combination."
and "Thumbnails
of the icons were clear, the sounds were somewhat
helpful."
Twenty-six,
comments were recorded about the general ease of use of prototype C. For a
complete list of participant comments please refer to appendix E.
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Question #11 "Please list three (3) things that you did not like about the interface."
Prototype C:
The participants recorded a total of forty-four comments against elements of
prototype C. Of these forty-four comments, thirty-four of them were directed
against the use of the custom sounds, for example, "Did not like the sounds, too
noisy for an office
environment."
and "Sounds should be made so that you can
turn them off. Could become annoying."Ten comments were directed toward
the elimination of the tool tips, for example, "Didn't like the lack of labels for
icons."
and "No tool tips, seems like motion should accompany
sound."For a
complete list of participant comments please refer to appendix E.
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Prototype C Questions #12 - #17
Questions #1217. Move the cursor over to icons #l-#6, and please provide a name and
possible functionality of the icon.
Questions 12-17 in the prototype C questionnaire asked the participants to
activate the icon's auditory cue, and comment on the possible names and
functionality. Viewing the results of these questions, we determined from the
data that the participants who worked with prototype C before prototype A
scored 185 correct answers out of a possible 216, averaging 85 percent correct.
When viewing the data when prototype Awas presented before prototype C,
we found that participants scored 182 correct out of a possible 216, averaging
84 percent correct. This data supports the conclusion that auditory cues did not
help in aiding the participants with learning the names or the functionality of
the intended icons.
Participants testing order: CBA/CAB/BCA=185/216=85%
Participants testing order: ABC/ACB/BAC=182/216=84%
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Final Questionnaire
This section includes results from the final questionnaire. The final
questionnaire included 12 questions that were presented to the
participants after all prototypes have been viewed and each prototype
questionnaires have been answered. The final questionnaire was
presented in order to better understand participants preferences of all
prototypes characteristics.
Question #1 "Overall I rate the ease of using these interfaces as:
(l)Very Difficult to (7)Very Easy"
Participants rated the prototypes fairly easy to use. On a scale of 1 to 7, where 1
is "Very
Difficult"
and 7 is "Very Easy", the participants mean ratingwas 5.5.
This information alone suggested that the participants found these prototypes
somewhat easy to use.
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Figure 23: Question #1
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Question #2 "Overall I prefer prototype?"
PROTOTYPE A (tool tips) : 33
PROTOTYPE B (generic sounds) : 0
PROTOTYPE C (custom sounds) : 3
When participants were asked to choose which prototype they preferred, 91.6
percent preferred prototype A, which incorporated the use of tool tips. Only 8.4
percent of the participants surveyed chose the use of custom sounds as their
primary source of feedback, and none of the participants preferred prototype B.
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Question #3 "I prefer user interaction which incorporates: the use of graphics and "Tool
tips" but no sound, or uses graphics and sound but no "Tool
tips"
. . .
?"
PROTOTYPE A (tool tips) : 33
PROTOTYPES B/C (sounds): 3
The participants were asked which primary source of interaction style they
preferred. Again 91.6 percent chose the use of tool tips over the use of sounds.
Only 8.4 percent of the participants surveyed chose the use of graphics and
sound without tool tips.
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Question #4 "I prefer a user interaction which incorporates: "Generic sounds"or "Custom
sounds"
. . .
?"
PROTOTYPE C (custom sounds) : 32
PROTOTYPE B (generic sounds) : 4
When participants were asked to choose between an interaction style that
incorporated either generic sound or custom sound, 88.8 percent chose the use
of custom sounds over the use of generic sounds.
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Question #5 "Please assign a ranking, where one (1) is the prototype you like the most and
three (3) to the prototype you like the least. Assign only one number to each
prototype and do not reuse any of the
numbers"
ABC 1
ACB 30
BAC 0
BCA 0
CAB 4
CBA 1
The results showed that 83.3 percent of the participants chose to rank the
prototypes in the ACB order, prototype A (tool tips), prototype C (custom
sounds) and then prototype B (generic sounds). Only 11.1 percent of the
participants chose the order of CAB, where prototype C (custom sounds) was
thought to be the desired form of interaction followed by the use of tool tips in
prototype A, and then finally prototype B (generic sounds).
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Figure 24: Question #5
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Question #6-#ll "I like prototype,more than prototype^'
Question #6 "I like prototype Amore than prototype B" Mean =6.7
Question #7 "I like prototype B more than prototype C" Mean =2.08
Question #8 "I like prototypeAmore than prototype C" Mean =5.72
Question #9 "I like prototype B more than prototype A" Mean =1.44
Question #10 "I like prototype C more than prototype B" Mean =5.63
Question #11 "I like prototype C more than prototype A" Mean =2.77
The final questionnaire was used as a reliabilitymeasure to check the
participants'
responses. These questions were designed to ask similar questions
in a different manner to ensure the consistence of participants responses and to
make sure we understood their preferred ordering. The following group of
questions (questions 6-11) were all rated on a scale of one (1) to seven (7),
where 1 represented "strongly
disagree"
and 7 represented "strongly
agree"
and 4 was regarded as neutral. The results of these questions were reviewed
in accompanying questions.
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Figure 25: Questions #6-#ll
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#8 #11
Question #6 "I like prototype Amore than prototype B" Mean =6.7
Question #9 "I like prototype B more than prototype A" Mean =1.44
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The mean score of question #6 "I like prototypeAmore than prototype B"
was 6.7with a standard deviation of 0.614. This result indicated that the
participants'
strongly agreed with this statement. Comparing this resultwith
question #9, "I like prototype B more than prototype A", the mean score was
1.44, with a standard deviation of 0.772. We found that not only did the
participants strongly disagree with this statement, but these mean scores are
the end points of this grouping, indicating that the participants felt the strongest
about their answers to these questions.
Question #7 "I like prototype B more than prototype C" Mean =2.08
Question #10 "I like prototype C more than prototype B" Mean =5.63
i r i 1 i i i
12 3 4 5 6 7
Further investigation into this group of questions showed that the mean score
for question #7, "I like prototype B more than prototype C", was 2.08, with a
standard deviation of 1.5, indicating that the participants strongly disagreed
with this statement. Question #10, "I like prototype C more than prototype B",
the adjoining question #7 shows a mean score of 5.63, with a standard
deviation of 1.57, indicating that the participants agreed with this statement.
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Question #8 "I like prototype Amore than prototype C" Mean =5.72
Question #10 "I like prototype C more than prototype A" Mean =2.77
-a . a
^ !
3 4 5 6 7
Question #8, "I like prototype Amore than prototype C", had a mean score of
5.72 with a standard deviation of 1.63, indicating that the participants agreed
with this statement. Question #11, "I like prototype C more than
prototype
A" had a mean score of 2.77with a standard deviation of 1.58,
indicates that the participants somewhat disagreed with this statement.
Reviewing the results from questions #6 - #11 we found that the participants felt the
strongest about their responseswhen comparing prototypeAvs. prototype B,
(questions #6 vs. #9). The results of the questions that compared prototype
B vs. prototype C (questions #7 v.s. #10), we found that the participants did not feel as
strongly about their responses, and the comparisons of prototypeAvs. prototype C
(questions #8 vs. #11) showed that the participants felt even less strongly about their
responses.
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Question #12 "Please distribute 100 points among the three interfaces, make sure that the
points assigned add up to a total of
100."
PROTOTYPE A (tool tips) :
PROTOTYPE B (generic sounds) :
PROTOTYPE C (custom sounds) :
61.25
9.83
28.83
60
50
40
points
30
20
10
Question *12
61.25
28.83
9.83
O point distribution
Prototype A Prototype B Prototype C
Figure 26: Question #12
The participants were asked to distribute 100 points between the three
prototypes. The mean score for prototype A (tool tips) was 61.25. Prototype C
received an average of 28.83 points and prototype B received 9.83 points.
A single factor parametric statistical test was used to compare the three means
of question #12 simultaneously. A 0.05 significance level was adopted for this
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testing measure. An
"F"
ratio of 103.24 was calculated by taking the Systematic
Variance and Error Variance / Error Variance. A "P" value of 1.609"^ was
calculated to determine the probability that the results of the
"F" test were due
to chance. These calculations were done to prove that a statistical significance
occurred in participants'responses to the point distributions of question #12 of
the final questionnaire.
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Chapter #7
Summary and Conclusions
The results show that when participants are faced with the choice of interaction
styles incorporating either tool tips or sound, the participants prefer the use of
tool tips.
The results achieved in this study may be applied as guidelines for future
graphical user interfaces interaction styles incorporating auditory feedback.
Although the study revealed that participants preferred tool tips when
identifying features and functionality, it is our belief that auditory cues can
and will play a major part in future interaction styles. As processor speeds
increase and bandwidth limitations become less of an issue, developers will
include auditory cues to aid in the functionality and comfort levels of end users.
Various auditory cues characteristics must be evaluated to ensure a productive
interaction between the software and the end user. Some of these characteristics
include; Type (abstract VS. verbal), Compatibility (the ability of the end user to
make a connection between the visual indicator and the auditory cue), Duration
(how long the auditory cue lasts), Amplitude (the loudness of the auditory cue),
and the Placement (where auditory cues are placed within the interaction
workflow.).
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Auditory Cue Characteristics
Type: (the type of auditory cue, abstract vs. verbal).
Although this study concentrated on the use of non-verbal auditory cues,
the type of cue must be considered a high priority. The use of verbal
explanations often is too lengthy and may slow down the interaction workflow.
Also when dealing with verbal cues there are a number of different
sub-characteristics thatmust be considered.
The end user's preference of simulated male vs. female voices.
The dialect that the simulated voice adhere to, ex. southern drawl, or
Boston's long A's.
When dealing with non-verbal auditory cues, the initial end users reaction to
the sound is critical. Questions to ask include, does the sound portray a positive
or negative connotation? How many different sounds are within the interface?
Is this sound portrayed in a consistent manner throughout the software? This
study tried to match Kodak's Picture Easy v2.0 software functions to
standardized auditory cues or everyday sounds. One of the problems was
that not every user knew what each auditory sound was attempting to portray.
This caused some confusion ofwhat was the
icons' functionality. Questions
#12-#16 in the prototype C questionnaire asked participants to activate the
icons auditory cue, and comment on the possible names and functionality.
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Nature:
One reason that the hypothesis may have been disproved is that the everyday
sounds used in prototype C could not be well mapped with the software's
syntax for the functions. For example, an appropriate sound could not be found
that correlates with the Rotate, Enhance, and Save functions. These functions do
not map well to a generalized everyday sound. The functions which worked
well with everyday sounds were Trim (sound of a pair of scissors cutting
through thick paper), E-mail (sound of modem transmission) and Print (sound
of a printer printing a piece of paper). Other functions such as Cancel (a buzzer)
and Accept (a bell) worked well with abstract sounds that carried a negative or
positive connotation.
Duration:
When dealing with auditory cues within the interface, the duration of the sound
is a critical component. An auditory cue that lasts too long can inhibit the user's
productivity and cause confusion and frustration. The participants often
commented on the length of the auditory cue being too long. As noted in
Chapter 6 some of the participants comments included; "I felt that the sounds
were to excessive, and lasted too long", "I did not like the length of the sound,
it took long for me to figure out what it (the sound)
was."
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Reviewing the construction of the prototypes B and C, we find that prototype B
incorporated the use of a single sound throughout the entire study scenario, this
auditory cue lasted 0.35 seconds. Prototype C incorporated the use of eight
different sounds including:
"Accept"
= 0.667 seconds
"Cancel"
= 0.28 seconds
"Crop"
= 0.95 seconds
"E-mail"
= 10.0 seconds
"Enhance"
= 1.35 seconds
"Print"
= 23.0 seconds
"Rotate"
= 2.35 seconds
"Save"
= 1.0 seconds
By viewing the
participants'
comments we find that the majority of negative
comments about the length of sound being too long were referred to prototype
C and not to prototype B. This suggests that if auditory cues are to be used, they
should be limited to a length of less than approximately 0.35 seconds.
Therefore, we may conclude the use of everyday sounds is not necessarily
feasible within these parameters. We surpass the guideline of approximately
0.35 seconds, with the amount of time that is required for a participant to
recognize the everyday sound. Further work is needed to fully conclude the
appropriate length of auditory cues within graphical user interfaces.
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Amplitude: (the loudness of the auditory cue)
The participants often commented that the sounds for both prototypes B and C
were too loud. This caused confusion and a breakdown in the workflow.
Although careful consideration was taken during the construction of the
prototypes to make all sounds consistent in volume, participants felt that the
sounds were too loud and would cause distractions within an office or academic
environment. Some of the comments that participants made include:
"I would turn off the sounds if Icould."
"I believe the generic sound would be more comfortable if itwasn't so
loud, maybe a "click" type sound would be better."
When dealing with auditory cues it is important to keep the user in control and
offer the option to either mute or control the cues volume. Although it is
proposed that the addition of auditory cues within graphical user interfaces
will enhance users comfort levels and offer a more productive atmosphere, it
is also imperative to maintain user control and offer the availability to
customize the interface for each user preference.
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Placement: (the placement of the auditory cue within the interaction
workflow.)
There are other aspects of the study that require further investigation. Should
sound occur as the pointer device is rolled over an active area, or when an
action has been performed? These, and other questions must be considered.
Amicro workflow diagram can be constructed of a user's interactionwith a
particular software functionality. The fourth micro workflow diagrammaps out
possible interactionmethods of information dispercment (see figure #27). All
workflows begin with the end user making a mental commitment of engaging
an aspect of the interface. Step #2 shows the software's response to a pointing
device entering an active area. Step #3 shows the delay between the pointer
entering the active area and the end user's next interaction. Step #4 shows the
end user clicking the mouse pointer in the downward direction. Step #5 shows
the mouse pointer returning to the upward position, and possibly the beginning
of a transition into the next interaction workflow. It is important to note that
these steps are not fixed moments in time, but rather a floating chain of events
that are adjusted as the user's experience and familiarity increase.
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STEP#1
Possible interaction workflow
STEP #2 STEP #3 STEP #4 STEP #5
pointer enters user interaction user interaction
active area (mouse click down) (mouse click up)
Start of Visual Cue Visual Cue Visual Cue Visual Cue
interaction,
mental
commitment
reviewed
- roll over graphics
- pointermapping
reviewed
(tool tip displayed)
change
- graphic re-mapping
change
- graphic re-mapping
by user change, Audio Cue /restored to original
(ex. from arrow to played Audio Cue
hand)
- textual display of
information in
dedicated area
(ex. Netscapes
direction link to site)
( sound#2) played
( sound #3)
Audio Cue
played
( sound #4
start of transition)
Location change
Audio Cue
within
software
played
(sound#l)
Figure 27: Possible Interaction Workflow
When these attributes are combined in a successful equation, the user receives
an additional conformation of his/her actions, thus producing a heightened
overall experience. The confirmation received by the user will produce a
confidence that enhances the overall satisfaction and performance within the
software package. Developers must realize when introducing auditory cues that
all the characteristics interact in conjunctionwith each other. A base equation
does not exist, nor is there a golden rule that a developer may apply when
introducing auditory cues. Due to the number of variables that are introduced
when developing software applications, one must preform user testing to
determine a proper combination. Different combinations of
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characteristics of auditory cues must be explored to reveal a working
equation of a particular interaction.
Further investigation is required to determine the importance that sound plays
in the interaction equation. In reviewing the
participants'
comments within the
questionnaires, we find thatmany remarked on the possible combination of
sound and tool tips. Some of the comments included:
Comments against ConceptA (tool tips only)
"There was no indicator to let you know that an action had been
selected, sound would help with
this."
"Include sounds, itmay be nice for some users to utilize both sound
recognition in conjunction with the tool tips. Reason being that the
novice user has a way of knowing that they are performing the right
function."
Comments for concept C (custom sounds)
"The varied customize sound go quite aways towards reinforcement."
"I liked the sounds for the "Cancel" button and the "Accept" button."
Developers of software products that incorporate the use of sounds must
consider both the users and the hardware limitations. In the past, researchers
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such as Elizabeth Mynatt, have focused their research on the visually impaired,
whereas this study focuses on users with average hearing and vision. Aside
from user limitations, we must also consider the hardware limitations. The loud
speaker that may be used by the end user computer may not be sufficient
enough to produce a high quality reproduction of the intended cue. Often in the
home and work environment, the personal computers speaker is obstructed and
sound can become muffled. A single computer speaker may not produce the
quality needed to represent the audio cue effectively. Items such as extended
speakers, stereo monitors, andWeb TV technology offer more opportunities to
further this research. The latest advancements in audio technology have been
focused on the entertainment aspect of cinema and television broadcasting.
Home theater offered such advancements as Dolby surround sound and three
dimensional sound instead of just right and left channels. These advancements
in audio research can also be applied towards graphic user interface design.
With current processing speeds and extended software, three dimensional
sound can be incorporated with the advancements of products such as Digital
Video Disks. These improvements to sound quality may be a sufficient reason to
revisit this topic for future application use.
A delicate balance must be achieved when dealingwith auditory cues as aids in
software packages. Too many cues can become distracting, while the wrong
type of cue could be misleading. Sounds which are too loud may become
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annoying. The goal of this study was to help narrow the search for the correct
combination of auditory and visual cues to aid the user's performance.
Although the hypothesis of the study was disproved, valuable information was
gained regarding the incorporation of sound in interface design. The results of
this study revealed a solid basis for future research in the area of auditory cues.
While it was determined that tool tips were the preferred aid, sound can also be
incorporated successfully in applications. The use of sound must be carefully
exarnined. The proper balance between the Type, Nature, Duration,Amplitude,
and Placement must be achieved in combination with the visual cues, to allow
the performance of the software to be enhanced, there by assisting the user.
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Appendix A: Proposed Integration of Auditory Stimulus Areas.
The chart below describes the possible combinations of auditory stimuli and its
integration into Kodak's' Picture Easy v.2.0 software. This chart lists a brief
description of the proposed modes and the combinations of areas that
incorporated auditory feedback. The far left column list the model number, the
second column, moving to the right, gives a brief description of the model. The
middle column describes the number of auditory cues possible for the six areas
of proposed interaction, within these six area is a alphabetical ordering
representing the number of distinct cues needed for that configuration. The cyan
bands represent the cues perceived by the user during a
"roll-over"
action,
while the yellow bands represent the cue perceived during selection of an item.
Directly proceeding these colored bands is a total number of distinct cues need
ed for that particular model. The right column lists the experimenters
comments of each model and perceived outcome. This chart was developed to
gain further understanding of the various combinations of incorporating
auditory feedback into the proposed user interface.
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Appendix B: Graphical Representation of Proposed Areas of
Integrating Auditory Stimulus within Kodak's Picture Easy v.2.0
Software.
The images below represent possible areas of integrating auditory
stimuli within
Kodak's' Picture Easy v.2.0 software. These images give a
brief graphical description of the proposed areas that will incorporate
auditory feedback. These images were developed to gain further
understanding of the various combinations of incorporating auditory
feedback into the proposed user interface.
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Main Menu Completed reading available pictures * 9 a ,
Figure #28: Main Menu (thumbnails)
Figure 28 shows three main areas within the main menu or thumbnails
screen of Kodak's Picture Easy software v.2.0, that could integrate
auditory cues. On the left side of this screen there are six graphical
icons that represent functions that can be preformed. Within the center
of this screen a group of slide icons are used to represent larger images
loaded in this software package. These slide icons can be selected and
modified by selecting one of the six icons on the left. Along the top of
this screen Picture Easy displays a message area that displays textual
instructions to the user.
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Figure #29: Rotate Menu
Figure #30 shows the rotate screen where there are three areas of
interaction that could incorporate the use of auditory feedback. The
upper left section is the rotate icon that when selected will rotate the
displayed image
90
at a time, clockwise. The lower left side of this
menu shows an accept button, that when selected will accept the
changes the user has made. The cancel button will deny the users input
and return the user to the main menu or thumbnails screen. Again the
message area displays instructions or possible interactions that a user
may choose.
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Figure #30: Enhance Menu
Figure #31 shows the enhance screen where there are three areas of
interaction that could incorporate the use of auditory feedback. The
middle left section is the enhance that may incorporate different levels
of enhancement when selected. The lower left side of this menu shows
an accept button, that when selected will accept the changes that the
user has made. The cancel button will deny the user's input and return
the user to the main menu or thumbnails screen. Again the message area
displays instructions or possible interactions that a user may choose.
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Appendix C: Sample questionnaire, instructions, and exit
interviews
This section provides the interview questionnaire to be answered by
participants after the end of each scenario completion, and a set of
instructions and procedures to be followed by the experimenter, and
a the exit interview to be completed at the end of the entire study period.
Appendix C.l shows the orientation/introduction script used by the testing
administrator. This script explains to the participants the nature of the study
illustrates their participation, and reviews their rights as a participant. Section
Appendix C.2 is the background questionnaire used to gather information
about the participants before they start the study. Appendix C.3 is the
questionnaire that was filled out by participants after completing prototype A
scenario. Section appendix C.4 is the questionnaire that was filled out by
participants after completing prototype B scenario. Section appendix C.4 is
the questionnaire thatwas filled out by participants after completing prototype
C scenario. Section appendix C.5 is the questionnaire that was filled out by
participants after completing all scenarios. Section C.7 is the exit interview script
used by the testing administrator explaining
participants'
rights, contact
information, and a general thank you for participation.
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Orientation/ Introduction Script
Thank you for agreeing to participate in this study. The study should take about
an hour to complete and if for any reason you should have to leave before we're
finished, please just let me know.
Before we begin, I'd like to tell you a little bit about what we're going to do
today so that you have an idea of what to expect. This is Kodak's Picture Easy
software, it allows you to view, edit, print, and save digital image files from a
photo CD, digital cameras, or other devices. This study is on how users, like
yourselfmight interact with aspects of the software's'interface. The purpose of
this study is not to evaluate you or your performance, but to obtain
inforrnation on how we can improve the interface design to make this
product more intuitive.
The information collected in this study will help to determine how these
functions can best be implemented in future Kodak software products. We plan
to record this session, this is done to keep a record of product features that users
like and dislike. The tape will not be used outside of Kodak or for profit.
Do you have any questions before I continue?
{Present confidentiality and consent form}
So that Kodak has a better understanding of background experience using
computers, and software products I would also like you to fill out the following
background information questionnaire.
{Present background information form}
I have some specific tasks I'm going to ask you to do which will give you an
opportunity to use the product, as well as give you an idea of how it works.
Feel free to be honest about you opinions; positive and negative comments are
equally important. Also, if you get to a point where you don't know what
something means, do not hesitate to tell me, because if you have a problem
understanding something, it's likely other people will have the same difficulties.
I would also encourage you to think out loud during this study, be verbal with
any thoughts you have. Any comments that you make, either positive, or
negative are beneficial to us at Kodak.
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The exercises I will ask you to preform will be representative of the kind of
work you could do with this product. The exercises worksheet gives you
directions for what to do. For each exercise, you should read the directions and
then follow them as closely as possible. While you work with the Picture Easy
software, offer as many comments as you can about what you're doing, what
you see on the screen, and your opinion about what you like and dislike about
the system.
This study consists of three parts, each part should take you about 15 -20 mins.
to complete. At the end of each part, we would like you to answer a few simple
questions about the task that you just completed.
Do you have any questions before we begin?
{present first task sheet.}
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#Background Questionnaire
Name (optional): Date:
General Background Information:
(please circle one)
1. Year in school: Undergraduate Graduate
2. Major:
(please circle your answer for questions # 3 - #8)
3. Gender: Female Male
4. Handedness: Left Right
5. Eyewear: None Single correction Bi/rrifocals
6. Hearing correction: Yes No
7. Age : Under 20 20-29 3 0-39 40-49 over 50
8. Have you used Kodak's "Picture Easy" software? yes no
( For questions #9 - #18: give a rating for amount of experience, at work and at home. . .)
0 = No experience at all.
1 = Less than 1 hour per week.
2 = 1 to 10 hours per week.
3 = 10 to 20 hours per week.
4 = More than 20 hours per week.
Computer experience:
9. Macintosh
10. P.C.
11. SUN workstation
Software application experience:
12. Word processing, (e.g., MacWrite, Microsoft Word. )
13. Image editing, (e.g., PhotoShop, Picture-It, Photo Deluxe.)
14. Publishing, (e.g., PageMaker, Quark XPress.)
15. Drawing, (e.g., Freehand, Illustrator.)
16. Database (e.g., FoxPro, Access.)
17. Spreadsheets applications (e.g., Microsoft Excel.)
18. Presentation software (e.g., Powerpoint.)
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19. Experience developing Graphical User Interfaces. #
r
i 1 1 1 1 1
12 3 4 5 6 7
no experience highly
at all experienced
20. Experience developing interactive web pages.
I I I I I ~\ I
12 3 4 5 6 7
no experience highly
at all experienced
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#QUESTIONNAIRE: (prototype A)
(Please circle the number on the scale that best describes your response)
1. Overall I rate the ease of using this interface as:
r~
r~~n
r~ r~
r
12 3 4 5 6 7
very neutral very
Difficult Easy
2. The combination of "Tool lips" and icons makes it easy to determine the
functionality of the buttons.
a
! J !
a . a
12 3 4 5 6 7
strongly neutral strongly
Disagree Agree
3. The combination of "Tool Tips" and icons in this prototype is:
I I I I I I 1
12 3 4 5 6 7
not at all neutral very
Useful Useful
4. The combination of "Tool Tips" and icons in this prototype is:
I 1 1 1 1 1 1
12 3 4 5 6 7
neutral
5. The combination of "Tool Tips" and icons in this prototype is:
very
Confusing
very
Frustrating
neutral
7. The combination of "Tool Tips" and icons in this prototype is
I 1 1
aDu
9. The combination of "Tool
Tips"
and icons in this prototype is:
very
Clear
I 1 I I I 1 [
12 3 4 5 6 7
not at all neutral very
Effective Effective
6. The combination of "Tool Tips" and icons in this prototype is:
I I I I 1 I 1
12 3 4 5 6 7
very
Satisfying
1 I I
12 3 4 5 6 7
very neutral very
unpredictable predictable
8. The combination of "Tool
Tips"
and icons in this prototype is:
I 1 [
~
1 l~'\ 1
12 3 4 5 6 7
very neutral very
Stimulating
I 1 1 1 1 1 1
12 3 4 5 6 7
very neutral very
Unpleasant Pleasant
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10. Please list three (3) things that you like about the interface. g.
1-) .
2-)_
3.)
Please explain your answer:
11. Please list three (3) tilings that you did not like about the interface.
!)
2.)
3.)
Please explain your answer:
12. Additional comments:
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QUESTIONNAIRE: (prototype B)
(Please circle the number on the scale that best describes your response)
1. Overall I rate the ease of using this interface as:
very
Difficult
i ~r
r~
r
3 4 5
neutral
7
very
Easy
2. The combination of "Generic sounds" and icons makes it easy to determine the
functionality of the buttons.
1 2
strongly
Disagree
3 4
neutral
3. The combination of "Generic sounds"and icons in this prototype is:
I r
1 2
not at all
Useful
3 4
neutral
4. The combination of "Generic sounds"and icons in this prototype is:
1
very
Confusing
3 4
neutral
5. The combination of "Generic sounds"and icons in this prototype is:
1 2
not at all
Effective
~1 1
3 4
neutral
6. The combination of "Generic
sounds"
and icons in this prototype is:
i r
1
very
Frustrating
_. .
3 4
neutral
7. The combination of "Generic
sounds"
and icons in this prototype is:
1 2
very
unpredictable
3 4
neutral
8. The combination of "Generic
sounds"
and icons in this prototype is:
7
strongly
Agree
Useful. il
very
Clear
very
Effective
7
very
Satisfying
1
7
very
predictable
ve
Dua
3 4
neutral
9 The combination of "Generic
sounds"
and icons in this prototype is:
I 1 I I
1
very
Unpleasant
3 4 5
neutral
6 7
very
Stimulating
very
Pleasant
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10. Please list three (3) things that you like about the interface.
i~^~
1-) .
2-)_
3.)
Please explain your answer:
11. Please list three (3) things that you did not like about the interface.
1-)
2-)
3.)
Please explain your answer:
12. Additional comments:
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QUESTIONNAIRE: (prototype C)
(Please circle the number on the scale that best describes your response)
1. Overall I rate the ease of using this interface as:
very
Difficult
3 4 5
neutral
2. The combination of "Customized sounds"and icons makes it easy
to determine the functionality of the buttons.
I T
1 2
strongly
Disagree
I
6 7
very
Easy
3 4 5 6 7
neutral strongly
Agree
3. The combination of "Customized sounds"and icons in this prototype is:
1 2
not at all
Useful
3 4 5
neutral
4. The combination of "Customized sounds"and icons in this prototype is:
i
r-
i 1 r
12 3 4 5
very neutral
Confusing
UsefulS
very
Clear
5. The combination of "Customized sounds"and icons in this prototype is:
i r
1 2
not at all
Effective
3 4 5
neutral very
Effective
6. The combination of "Customized
sounds"
and icons in this prototype is:
1
very
Frustrating
i i i r
2 3 4 5
neutral
7
very
Satisfying
7. The combination of "Customized
sounds"
and icons in this prototype is:
i 1 1 1 r
12 3 4 5
very neutral
unpredictable
very
predictable
8. The combination of "Customized
sounds"
and icons in this prototype is:
ve:
Du3
3 4 5
neutral
T
7
very
Stimulating
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#9. The combination of "Customized sounds" and icons in this prototype is:
I 1
r-^^j^"
! 1 -[
12 3 4 5 6 7
very neutral very
Unpleasant Pleasant
10. Please list three (3) things that you like about the interface.
!)
2.)_
3.)_
Please explain your answer:
11. Please list three (3) things that you did not like about the interface.
1-)
2-)_
3.)
Please explain your answer:
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12. Move the cursor to over icon 1, and please provide a name and
possible functionality of the icon.
Name:
13. Move the cursor to over icon 2, and please provide a name and
possible functionality of the icon.
Name: Functionality:
14. Move the cursor to over icon 3, and please provide a name and
possible functionality of the icon.
Name: Functionality:
15. Move the cursor to over icon 4, and please provide a name and
possible functionality of the icon.
Name: Functionality:
16. Move the cursor to over icon 5, and please provide a name and
possible functionality of the icon.
Name: Functionality:
17. Move the cursor to over icon 6, and please provide a name and
possible functionality of the icon.
Name: Functionality:
18. Additional comments:
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FINAL QUESTIONNAIRE |#
(Please circle the number on the scale that best describes your response)
1. In general, using these prototypes is: | [ 1 [ 1 p
very
Difficult
3 4 5
neutral
6 7
very
Easy
2. Overall I prefer prototype: A
(Tool Tips)
B C
(Generic Sounds) (Custom Sounds)
3. 1 prefer a user interaction which. . . uses graphics and "Tool Tips", uses graphics and sound,
but no sound. but no'Tool Tips"
4. 1 prefer a user interaction which incorporates...
B C
(Generic Sounds) (Custom Sounds)
5. Please assign a ranking, where one (1) is the prototype you like the most and a three (3) to
the prototype you like the least. Assign only one number to each prototype and do
not reuse any of the numbers.
Prototype A
_
Prototype B
.
Prototype C
.
6. I like prototype Amore than prototype B: 1 1 i
1 i-
^
12 3 4 5 6 7
strongly neutral strongly
Disagree Agree
7. I like prototype B more than prototype C: j 1 [ p
12 3 4 5 6 7
strongly neutral strongly
Disagree Agree
8. I like prototype Amore than prototype C: | f
_.
r !
-j. .
12 3 4 5 6 7
strongly neutral strongly
Disagree Agree
9. I like prototype B more than prototype A:
1 2
strongly
Disagree
141
3 4 5
neutral
6 7
strongly
Agree
1
2
1
2
1
3
1
3
#
10. I like prototype C more than prototype B: |
1
strongly
Disagree
11. 1 like prototype C more than prototype A: ,
1
strongly
Disagree
1
4
neutral
-~T~~
5
1
6
1
7
strongly
Agree
r
__
4 5
neutral
1
6 7
strongly
Agree
12. Please distribute 100 points among the three interfaces, make sure that the points assigned
add up to a total of 100.
(ex.. someone may assign Prototype A 10 points, and Prototype B 30 points, etc.)
Prototype A
_
Prototype B
_
Prototype C
-(Pis)
-(Pts)
-(Pis)
Total Points
13. Please list three (3) things that you like about the prototypes.
1.)
2.)
3.)
14. Please list three (3) things that you dislike about the prototypes.
1-)
2.)
3-)-
15. Additional Comments.
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Exit Interview
Thank you very much for participating in this study. The information collected
from this study will help benefit our studies of interface design and how
individuals such as yourself interact with them. If you should have any
questions concerning this study please feel free to contact me.
{hand participant contact information and single use camera)
Is there anything that you would like to discuss further or any questions that
you might like to ask before we complete our session here today?
Thank you again for you time.
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Appendix D: Non-Disclosure and Video Consent Agreement
Forms.
This appendix contains the Non-Disclosure and Video Consent Agreement
form to be completed by participants before the start of the study procedure.
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Non - Disclosure and Video Consent Form
Participant
. Date
Researcher Tape#
Purpose of Study
We are interested inwhat you thank of some of the features on this product. We will
ask you to preform several typical tasks and then ask you to answer a set of questions
about each task. Please realize that you are not being tested, rather we are studying
how easy the product is to use. By participating you are helping develop products that
are easier for everyone to use.
Your Consent
Your comments are important to us, butmore importantlywe want you to feel comfort
able about participating in this study. Please know that:
You are under no obligation to participate in this study.
You may decide at any time to stop participating in this study.
Audio/video recording will be collected for the purpose of studying
product usability.
You may decide at any time to have your data deleted from the study.
If you have any questions about the study or how we conduct the study, please feel free
to ask.
Picture Release
I hereby give my consent to use my data (questionnaire responses, audio, and video)
for human factors research and presentation purposes.
Signature:
Print Name:
WorkAddress:.
Work Phone:
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Appendix E: Participant Comments and Observations
Below is list of all participant comments categorized in "For" and "Against"
topics specific to identifying prototypes. Also grouped are participant "For" and
"Against"
comments towards different attributes of the prototypes in general.
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FOR
CONCEPT "A" (TOOL TIPS)
Graphics are visually explained by tool tips.
Tool tips with the name of the icon.
Good use of tools tips.
Instructions beside the icon made it easy to choose the correct icon.
No annoying sounds.
Tool tips told me what exactly what the icon was used for.
I knew exactly what the icons did.
Tool tips were very helpful.
The icons have names.
*** No noises ***
Tool tips told you what the icon was, so you didn't have to guess.
Liked the use of tool tips boxes, it made it easy to understand the icons
function.
Tool tips worked well.
Easy to read text help.
Tool tips give a good summary of the feature.
When pointing at an icon it tells you what you selected.
I felt more confident about selecting icons because it confirmed which ones I selected.
Very easy to use, simple for the novice.
Tool tips are helpful.
Tool tips pop up window.
Tool tips are very easy to use, helps you recognize functional icons, its like
ballon help on the Macintosh.
No confusion for the new user.
I liked the graphics and the thumbnail size.
Was able to understand the icon usage immediately.
Clear identification of icons.
Clearly states what the tool is.
Labeled icons.
Lack of obnoxious noises.
Grey neutral background for images.
Tool tips are much better than harsh noises.
Tool tips make it clear to understand what your doing.
Use of tool tips is extremely helpful when determine the use of icons.
Icons are fun.
Tool tips helpful.
Colors are friendly.
Easy to work with, is not confusing, clear directions.
Thumbnails look good, fly out menus.
No annoying sounds.
It was easy to tell what icon to select
Annoying sounds were gone.
It was quite, not obnoxious.
Like the use of tool tips.
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AGAINST
CONCEPT "A" (TOOLTIPS)
No sound to let you know that you were on an active button.
No sound.
There was no indicator to let you know that an action had been selected, sound
would help with this.
Icons do not depict well enough what they are, no audio click sounds to help you
with this.
Include sounds, it may be nice for some users to utilize both sound recognition in conjunction
with the tool tips. Reason being that the novice user has a way of knowing that they are
preforming the right function.
Did not like the elimination of all the sound.
Would like to be able to turn off the tool tips.
Did not like the tool tips they are kind of too long of an explanation.
Tool tips did not pop out soon enough.
No sound at all, there should be some sound.
- Did not like the speed of tool tips.
- When I was unsure of something it took a long time to load. In general it slowed
me down.
No sound.
Did not like that lack of sound.
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FOR
CONCEPT "B" (GENERIC SOUNDS)
' The "beep" after you choose an option is useful, because then you know you choose an
option.
The generic sound "chime' was more pleasant than all the different sounds for each icon.
> Audio sound let you know that the icon was selected.
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AGAINST
CONCEPT "B" (GENERIC SOUNDS)
The "beep" is going to get annoying after a while.
Didn't like the generic sound, it made it dull and it would likely confuse people.
Didn't like the generic sound on the cancel and accept buttons.
It was hard for me to locate the Enhance icon.
When selecting an icon, a ballon of the icon name might be helpful.
Did not like the sound.
I need instructions besides icon.
I don't think the sounds are necessary.
The sound may be confused with an error sound.
Did not like the same sound for every action, it became annoying.
Did not like the sound or the lack of tool tips.
Did not like "concept B" the noises were annoying, could not figure out the icons.
With just the generic sounds, illiterate computer people would not be able to figure out the
function, and will get annoyed by the noises.
Did not like the generic sounds, and no use of tool tips.
The generic sounds and the lack of tool tips provide no way for the user to deter
mine ahead of time what the function is.
Did not like the same sound for every action, makes it unclear tor what has happened.
Did not like the annoying sound, and no tool help.
The lack of Tool help made selecting icons a bit more difficult. I had to rely upon previous
experience.
I was getting mad at the sound.
The general noise did not give any indication of the features of this product.
It is like driving a standard transition for the first time in the dark without headlights.
This Ul very disturbing and un-helpful, I have nothing good to say about the experience this Ul
provides.
Didn't like the sounds when the cursor went over a button.
Would turn off sounds if I could.
Couldn't find any advantage for adding generic sound.
Generic sound makes me tired, too noisy.
It doesn't have icon description of tools.
Didn't like the fact that the noises were
doubled, once for a roll over and once for a click, to redundant.
The sounds will confuse you.
Hate the generic sounds, would like a clearer meaning behind the icons.
The generic sounds were very annoying and confusing.
The noise, the noise, the noise.
Did not like the sound or lack of instructions.
The use of the same sound became annoying.
I would rather have the sound come upon selecting the icon, rather than a roll over.
The lack of instructions.
Did not like sounds, the icons were unclear.
Sounds were annoying and not helpful.
Sounds were annoying, icons should say what they are.
The auditory cues were annoying and not helpful.
Like not like loud noise or multiple "beeps".
I was on edge during this concept.
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Did not like the over use of the same sound and the lack of tool tips.
Did not like the singularity of the sounds, or the caffeinated way that they appear.
1 Did not like the use of the double sound.Roll over and clicking.
Having the same sound over and over again was dull. Can I turn it off.
1 Were are the floating tool tips?
It was very annoying.
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For
CONCEPT "C" (TOOL TIPS)
This program would work well with middle school children, it would enhance their
understanding of the functions.
The sounds made it easy to use.
Rotate made a funny sound.
This is good for kids software.
I like the combination of different sounds.
I liked the sounds, they were original.
The sounds were not the original sounds, they made it more interesting.
Once you know the sounds, you are set.
Having different sounds won't get as annoying as having one sound.
Having sounds when something is done processing is helpful.
Having a selection of sounds was cool.
It was good for a laugh.
Somewhat helpful in identifying different icons.
I liked the icon, picture and sound combination.
Visually appealing.
The icons on the left could be labeled, but the sounds help in identifying their functionality.
I liked the sounds and the illustrations of icons.
Once I got to know the application a little better, it became easier to use.
Sounds were great.
Most customized sound were good.
I liked the Snip, Enhance, Cancel, Accept sounds, the FAX sound was a bit long.
Simplicity
Easy to use, I get a laugh out of the noises.
The Sounds and color.
Would be excellent for a blind person.
Different sound options for the functions.
Might be useful for elementary school students.
No confusion for new users, easy to understand with graphics and sound.
Icons are self explanatory with sound.
Easy to use for the first time.
Very easy to use.
Customize sounds help in providing the user with the knowledge that they have done the
proper function.
I can see the purpose when dealing with younger audience.
Easier to choose the correct icon
Easier to follow the directions.
Sounds got my attention.
Sounds made a good representation of what they did.
The thumbnails were clear, and the sounds were descriptive.
Once I selected the icon, I knew what it was going to do.
Thumbnails of the icons were clear, the sounds were somewhat helpful.
Easy to use, never boring.
Sound were helpful when identify the icons.
I liked how it was simplest and colorful.
It was colorful, seems friendly.
I liked the different sounds, it was more lively.
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Simplistic of sounds, wake up quality.
I liked the customized sounds.
1 The varied customized sound go quite away towards reinforcement.
Like the sounds and the colors.
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AGAINST
CONCEPT "C" (TOOL TIPS)
Did not like the sounds, to noisy for an office environment.
It may help to have labels with the icons.
Sounds were a little annoying.
Would like a description under icon.
This concept still needs words to help understand instructions.
Sounds made me confused.
I was confused with the roll over sounds.
The sound is to noisy for studying.
It was unpredictable.
I didn't like the buzzer sound, it made me feel as if I did something wrong.
The sounds became annoying after first amusement.
Repetitive.
I felt that the sounds were to excessive, lasted to long.
Could have been much clearer by using just tool tips.
I didn't like the icon identification.
Didn't like the lack of labels for icons.
Volume was a little loud, and their was not tool tips.
Sounds should be made so that you can turn them off. Could become annoying.
Noise bothers me, and made it a little confusing.
Didn't like the File, Rotate and Copier sound.
Rotate sound was generally ambiguous and annoying.
Didn't like the sound of Faxin.
Some sounds were noisy and not appropriate.
I hope there is an option to turn off sounds.
Will take a while to get used to graphics and sound combination.
No mute button.
Sounds are a bit obnoxious.
Some sounds confused me with what they did.
To many different sounds.
No labels on icons.
Once is enough with the fancy sounds.
Noises to childish, to frequent, to many different noises.
Simply click would have done it for me.
Noise clips were to long.
Click sound is all that is needed.
It was to sophomoric and rotating sound.
It was geared towards younger audience, and wont trust it because it is to basic.
Save and rotate were to simplistic.
Sounds get annoying.
Didn't like the rotation noise, and no tool tips.
I think the sounds should only play when selected.
No tool tips.
Sounds are strange.
No tool tips, seems like motion should accompany sound.
Mail tool is misleading.
Did not like the length of sounds.
Should be reinforcement of text.
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FOR
General Comments
Easy to understand buttons
View a number of thumbnails at once
A number of things can be done to image without experience
Size of icons makes it easy to see.
Easy to choose the icon needed.
Good for kids.
I like the "Accept and Cancel" buttons.
Showed all the pictures at one time, (main screen thumbnails).
Graphics were cool.
None cluttered screen design.
The slides are a good overall size.
As a GUI it is eye appealing.
Simple layout in overall appearances of windows.
Friendly interface, not intimidating.
The "Accepf button was not fully active until the change was completely processed,
this is a good thing because having the accept button active all the time can be
tempting and a little confusing.
Easy to use.
Icons were good size.
This design would be easy to use for the first time users, the icons are a good size
and relay their functionality clearly.
Simplicity of the icons and interface and the layout of the screen.
Tool tips.
I like the tool tips over the sounds of concept C.
Some sounds were difficult to recognize but the word cues were easier to
understand and not annoying.
The design is good, it was not conventional.
The size of the icon was big, easy to see.
Graphics for icons were good.
Able to view all images at once, (main menu)
Bold icons easy to see, appealing interface.
Icons were large enough and self explanatory in most cases.
The interface itself was aesthetically well put together, I believe helping the users
comfort level.
I like the chime to let me know that a function has been completed.
Graphics were a good size.
Its not "Fuji"
Liked how all photos were displayed at once.
I liked how their was a graphic picture for each icon, and not just a picture of a tool.
I liked the neutral background for images.
Icons were given appropriate space and were easily identifiable.
Liked the yellow outline of selecting sides.
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AGAINST
General Comments
To make changes to an image the button should be in the same area. At first when asked to
rotate the picture I had a hard time figuring out which was the rotate button, it was
different to see the same button used as both to choose the option and to use the
option.
Could be confusing going back to the main menu, something should lead you.
The icon design was to simple for Adults.
The rotate tool should have handles on the box so that you can rotate the image in any form
that you would like, instead of just
90
at a time.
Wasn't sure how to use the tools, (rotate)
Does not have a precise control for the rotate function.
Did not like the color scheme.
Rotating at
90'
will only offer horizontal and Vertical images.
Would like to see a percentage of Enhancement before accepting changes.
Need a label for icons.
The menu bar should be more descriptive.
Didn't show how fo rotate icon, was not clear.
Icons were still goofy.
Rotate menu.
No labels with icons.
The enhance menu was not intuitive.
After selecting an image a larger ones does not appear.
I can only rotate
90
at a time.
Did not like the way I had to return to the main menu before I could preform another action. I
would rather manipulate the image all at once.
Image quality is poor
Icons should have names under them.
Did not like the icons, wasn't sure what icons did what.
Icons were hard to decipher, didn't know which one was enhance.
Some of the icons were unclear.
I believe the generic sound would be more comfortable if it weren't so loud, maybe a
"click"
type sound would be better.
Could only rotate
90
at a time.
Didn't like the color scheme.
The icons were unclear, couldn't figure out what they ment.
Could use to separate Rotate icons so that I don't have to click 3 times for a
270
rotation.
I would rather see the icons across the top.
Didn't like the layout.
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